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FOREWORD 

have the plaesure to write tho foreword to the monograph on the 
Aduria Dom, a section of the Dom community appearing in serial No. 27 
of the list of Scheduled CDstes in Orlssa. The communities enlisted 
under the Scheduled Castes comprise 16'20 per cent of the total 
population of our State, as per 1991 census and 3·71 per cent of the 
total Scheduled Caste population of the country. It is fact that 'extreme 
social, educational and economic backwardness arising out of the traditl 
onal practice of untouchability' is considered es the sole criterion for the 
determination of the status of ethnic groups as Scheduled Castes. 

The preparetlon. of monograph with comprehensive enthnosraphlc 
details has a number of merits, such is, to assess the current status of 
ethnic groups to extend the horizon of our knowledge of the ethnic 
personality configuration of the country or any region, and to reveal the 
social identity and social boundary of various communities, defined and 
redefined from time to time. 

I hope the present volume, prepared by the Scheduled Castes and 
Scheduled Tribes Research and Training Institute will be helpful for the 
planners, policymakers and academicians. 

K. ROY 

Principal Secreta_ry to Government 
Welfare Department 

Bhubaneswa,, 
Dated the 4th February 1997. 



PREFACE 

- 

lnstltutlonallsed inequality, social injustice, economic exploitation: 
soclal disability, stigma of untouchability, abject poverty, Illiteracy, 
servitude, negation of dignity and tho like had shrouded in darkness a 
number of communities which become disabled and disadvantaged over 
years. The achieved status through constitutional provision for redefini 
tion of their identity as the Scheduled Castes made them relatively more 
dynamic to stand on their own by developing self-reliance and self 
confidence. Unlike the traditions I Indian society which believed in ritual 
status, the modern society emphasized both on ritual status and secular 
status; as well and rather summation of statuses, thereby reshaping the 
tactics of social mobility especially among the Scheduled Castes. In 
the contextual frame of induced social change, constlrutionel provision of 
protective discrimination through various social Legislations has created 
dynamic and progressive avenues for the downtrodden to derive, the 
benefits out of welfare and development measures. 

The Scheduled Castes In orlssan context in general and the Dom 
in particular present two distinct interpretative trends in interact1onal levels 
with castes and tribal groups, the former representing highly stratified 
and hlerarchlzed ones and the latter less segmented, less stratified and less 
hierarchized. The magnitude, limit, extent, scope and pattern of social 

I 
I discrimlnation and social distance varies in the above two contexts. 
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The present volume is a monographic account of the Adurfa 
Dom, a section of the Dmnbo/Dom caste inhabiting both high.. lands 
and coastal areas. The study is the outcome of field work conducted 
during 1991 -92 in one village and in an enclave in Nawrangpur township. 
In addition, data were collected from secondary source materials, such as 
books based on anthropological studies, census reports, ethnographic 
notes. etc. The l\duria Dom had traditionally suffered from the stigma of 
untouchablllty end were living in separate enclave, genetaHy at the out 
skirts of villages and township areas. Currently, they eke-out their living 
through agricultural labour and wage earning, besides subsidiary 
occupations, Uke drum-boating, small business, ricksh,w pulling and 
in selling livestock and animal hides. Most of them are landless. They 
have their · specific rituals and ceremonies for various life-cycle rituals. 
They are polytheists. In addition to their own deities, they also 
believes in a number of Hindu gods and goddesses. Prior to the 
establishment of Panchayatl Raj system they had heir traditional socio .• 
political mechanism for social control and management of the internal 
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and external affairs of their caste 91~oup with such officials, the Notk. as 
the vi llag~-head assisted by the Chai Ian and .. the Batik. Besides, th 
vlttage organisation they had: their caste pancnsvat with regionnl 
Institution, Hke Mutha or Khauda. Dudnp the post •. independence 
period several programmes ar.d schemes have beon launched. by 
Government for tho upliftment of the Scheduled caste communities 
iri the area. 

I exoress: my h'eorty · thanks to the-authors of this mono srapb. 
Shri1A. K. Mohcntv. Deputy Dliector•and Shtt A. K. Gomango, Research 
Assistant for their painstaking efforts during fleld work and in preparing 
the draft' report. The authors hove been immensely benefited, while 
preparing the present' study report, from the earlier publications of·our 
lnstitute-on thn Scheduled Caste· communities. Shri Purushottam Naik, 
Former .Iunlor- tnvestlqator of the Institute deserves our thanks for 
renderi n~ · assistance to the authors. I extend my cordia r thanks to 
Shri J. P. Rout, Research1 Officer· and Shri C. K. Konhar, Statisticril 
Assistant for prepnri ng the locational. msp for· this volume. My 
enormous thanks are .cue to Shrl .B. Choudhunv, former Deputy Director, 
Shti-B. B. Mohanty. Rasearch Officer, Stui S .. c. Biswal, Statistician, 
who, have. helped, me. in various. ways in· bringing out this, volume. I 
also. thank Shti I. C. Naik, TYp.ist. and. Shd, S .• N. Paniqrahl, Seniori 
Stenographer for. tvpinq.out.the .rnanoscrlpr. 

~~ K. MOHANTI t 

Director. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

f ndlan caste system Is characterised by social stratiffcation and 
social hierarchy. Each caste is endogamous and has a hereditary 
occupational speclalisation. The caste enjoys a definite status and 
position in the stratiflcatfonal and bleraehtc system. So far 
as the ritual status is concerned, the Brahrnana occupies the 
highest position in the caste hierarchy and the so called untouchables 
a re in the lowest rung traditionally. The varna order with the twice 
born categories, such as the Brahmans, Kshatriya, Vaishya and the 
Shudra, as once-born recognised untouchabfes as avarna/asavarna in 
the tradit;onaf sense. The erstwhile untouchables were regarded as 
"asprushya'', impure, polfuted, ''antyaja", "panchama", ''hinajati'', 
"chanda la", ''mlechha", etc. and were referred to as depressed classes, 
backward classes, exterlor castes, Herllans, outcastes etc. The stigma 
of untouchabiJity was the sore and paramount criterion for the deterrnl ... 
nation of their ethnic status. Further, their low .occupational status, 
demeaning practices and typical Hfe •• styfe were coupled with social 
disability, discrimination and disadvantages. The dialecti~s of high 
low, sprushya-as):>rushya, Puritv-Polf ution, hypergamy-:1ypregamy, 
varna-avarna etc. were responsible for segmenting the society in the 
Hindu India. Mishra ·aptly states, "The notion of untouch,ibility · stems 
from the ''Hindu ideology' of sarnskra, Samskara is a closed value 
construct manifesting symPtoms of Hindu Psycho-religions mythic 
reality of rigid ritualistic action Per se." (1992: 21). Further, Kane 
(1930) states that the underfying notions of untouchablllty are religious 
and ceremonial Purity and P011ution (quoted in Mishra, 1992: 21). 
Andre Beteilfe (1969) emphasizing on inequality and ritual distance 
among castes states, "The divisions and sub-divisions within the castes 
system wore both rigid and elaborate. At every Point these divisions 
were reinforced bV a variety of ritua J sanctions. The traditional caste 
system can be viewed as a series of groups, each sePa,ated from the 
other by a greater or ritual distance. Between some, no intermarriage 
was possible but commensality prevail~d; between others. Commen 
sality was not aUowed but other forms of social were permitted; 
between the two extremes as represent8d by Brahmlns and untouchables 
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social relations wore limited bY a large number of ritual restrictions". 
(1978 : 375-376). The prlmarv characteristic features of caste, as 
outlined through the intellectual thrusts of. Hutton (1946) and Leach 
(1962) indicato, "In various kinds of contact, especially those 
connected with food, sex and~ritual; a numberot high caste is liable to 
1-lP,r''Pollutedt' by, a member of a 'low' caste" (q~Qjed in Mohanti, 
( 19.~ ~ 28.). Disc.vssi nQ the po,sitio{\ of the exterior castes, Hulton 
(1946),suggests the, following tests :- 

., ( 1) Whr,ther the caste or class in question can· be served by 
clean Brahmans or-not, 

(2) . W.hether,the caste.or ,clan .i"' qu~stio_n .can. be .servsdi. by, the 
bathers, water •c arriets .. tai I ors eto., who. se{vei the I caste« 
Hindus, 

(3), Whethc.r .tha caste-in Question pollutes a t,{gt,~cast~. Hindu, 
b.y,.cc;1ntect.o~. ~y. P.fO.>dmitY. 

( ft) Whetber thacaste or class. in q~estion is one from whose 
nands a caste Hindu. can take water. 

(5) Whether-the caste or- class in question- is· debarred: from· 
using·Public conveniences; such as roads; ferries; wells or- 
schools. 

(&). Whe.ther, the .caste or ,olas.s in question is debarreds from the 
use of· Hindu. temple$. 

(7)· wt,etner:in ordinarv- social- Intercourse, a, well-educated 
mem~e{ .of.tha.caste .or. c.l.ass. ln.questlcn.wlll ,. ba.treeted · as 
an, eql:\~1 by high. caste.. men of. the-sarne educationet- 
quallflcatlo ns. 

{~) Whe~h~r the caste or class in Q\,lestion is .rnerelv dep ressed. 
on account of its. own ignorance, illiteracy or poverty and . . , .. 

for that, would· b~ subject to no social disability. . . . 

(9)· Whether itis depressed on- account· of- the: -occupation 
followed; but· for- that· occupation· it· would· be· 
subject· to no social- aisabi lity :'' ( Second ·edition, 
1951 : 184)/' . . . 
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Mahatma Gandh; used the term Harijan to accommodate a number 
f·co.mmunities. looked down upon· as untouchables althouqh. the. 

term Horijan -can notvba construed as• a caste appellation. In ·a ,discourse 
on 'Caste in Modern India', Srinivas · states, "Under the Constitution, 
the Proctice of 'untouchahilitv in any form is· forbidden. Enforcement• 
of· Any. disability arising out of Untouchabilltv shtll be· an offence. 
PuntshablP. according to law (Article 17 of the Constitution): Articles 
15-,\ 25, 29 ( 2), 381 and 46 deat with both the positive and negative 
aspects of :untouch'ability,, i.- e., p,c,venting all 'forms of discrimrnation 
agair1st1any group of people' as well as adoption •of Positive measures-to · 
putan end to· untouchability, and to help promote the oducatlonal and· 
economic interests of the. weaker sections of the· peopte. and in 
Pt:rticular, the Scheduled': Castes• and Scheduled Tribes. "(1964:39). 
Later, as Per Government of India Act, 1935:,-the term Scheduled caste 
was coined to include a number of castes wh'o. suffered: due to the 
Stigma of untouchabuitv, Th8' list of· schecuted: castes was notified' 
in .pursuance-of Article 341 of the Constltution and was notified-for the· 
first 'tirna under the Constitutior, ( Scheduled Castes)' Order, 1950. Th~ 
list of:Scheduled. Castes have-been modified and .arnended ·from time, 
to~ime, the more- recent was- in -1976; 

It is .worthwhile to discuss the Oom- caste in ·the Pan-lndian 
context ounot the.eccounts given bv-variousethnoqraphers and -scholars. 
The Domsare: not- only found in-Orissa •State but· aJso in other States- 
which is evident· from earlier ethnographic records. Discussing· 
PoPulation of tbe Assam va~Jey, Dalton -stetes, that I Dams are boatmen· 
and fishermen, (1872277)~ In the context of trading classes, artisans· 
mixed and.impure tribes, Dalton further states, "The habits of -the 
widely.spread Dom·. clan are as impure as-those of, the Ghasis, and 
they get their living .much in the- same- fashion:• they are-to be found· 
imalltparts.of. Bengali and, Norttrern India,· living· in· the outskirts of, 
vill,ges. They, are.seldom seen working in ·the fields:. they are employed, 

, to kill dogs and remove.dead bodies, and sometimes as executioners 
and when· they -have none of these conQeial \ tasks- to ·Perform; theY 
mske-baskets, "(1872;•326).: Crooke (1896)'mentions, "Dom, a Dravidian· 
menial caste found scattered throughout-· these Provinces, regarding· 
whose ocigin and, ethnologjcaJ. affinities .. there. has :been specutation", 
Crooke further states, according, to.Dr, Caldwell.they are the.surviving 
representatives of an.older, ruder., and blacker race who, preceded.the 
Dravjdi_ans -In India." Sir H. M, Elliot considers them.to.be one ot- the. 
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orlglnel trlbas of tnGlo."' According to Mr. Fllsley (quoted tn Crooke), 
"a goneral cor.sensus of opinion that the De-ms b81onu to one of tho 
races who n, f,>r conveni(1nce of axpresslcn, w1➔ may call the abori9ins 
of India." {19"/5:313). ~itating their traditional low status, Crooke 
opines. "on th0 whole it mav perhaps be sattor to regard the Dom, not 
as a single, individual aggregate, but as a more or less mixed body of 
menials, who havo been "or aQes in a state of the utmost degradation, 
and whose appearance and physique· have been hugely modified by the 
rigour of thelr occupation and environment." (1975:314). Thurston 
(1909) discusses the Domb or Dombo castemen working as weavers 
and menials in the hill tracts of Vizagepatam and states. ".This caste 
appears to be an offshoot of the Dom caste of Bengal, Bihar, and the 
north-western Provinces. Llke the Doms, the Dombas are regarded 
with disgust, because they eat beef, pork, horseflesh, rats and the flesh 
of animals which have died a natural death, and both are considered 
to be Chanda las or perhaps by the Banqalis and the Uriyas. The 
Dombs weaves the cloth and blankets worn bY the hill people, but like 
the Perlahs of the plsins, they are also labourers, scavengers, etc. Some 
of them are extensivelY enqsqed in trade, and they have, as a rule, more 
knowledge than the rovts who despise them." (1975:', 73- 
174). Ouotin9 the Census RePott of 1871, Thurston highlights ors the 
occupatlonat status of the Dcms and mentions that they are ernploved 
as horse keepers, weavers, tom-tom beaters, scevenqers, petty 
hucksters. Quoting Mr. F. Fawcett (1901), Thurston hints on their 
habitation Jnd settlement and states that beir.q outcast e, they do not 
live in tho villc..Qes in'rsbited by superior castes people, but awaY from 
them in ha rnlets (Ibid: 17".). Thurston further mentions five subdivi~ions 
of the Dor.ibs :JS per ~h~ 1"1adras Census RePo,1, 1891 viz,. anemia, 
Odiva, Mc ndlrl, Nlir£ 3m snd Kohara. Among the Odiva, Bhag(tiJer), 
Batu (bea ·), rJag (( obra). Hanumsn (the Monkey Ge d), Kochcnico 
(tortoise), Bengni · (1 og), Kukra (c.tog), Sury;:i (sun), Matsya (f sh), · 
and .Jaiko ida (liz:Hd) septs have been noted (Ibid: 1 '76-177). The 
Gazetteer of the Viz 1gar.atam distilct mentions about the Dombs 
of Jevporo, Nawranrpur, Royagada and Gunupur areas and their 
criminal propensitles in tfie past. Ubid ; 183). 

The Qri.;sa Dir trlct Gazetteors-Koraput by Senspati and ~;ahu 
( 1966) srstes, ''The ,am'3 D omb or Domba is said to be derived from 
the word Dumba me, ninn devil, in ·:eference to the thieving propenr,ities 
of the trlbn. The De mbs are a Dtavidian casto of weavers and menials, 

•• 

•• 
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original tri~os of 1nGia." According to Mr. Alsley (quoted In Crooke), 
"a general cer.sonsut of opinion that the De ms l)elonu to ono of the 
races who n, f,>r conveniEJnce of oxpression, wo may call the aboriQins 
of India." {1975:313). ~,tating their traditiona I low status, Crooke 
opines, "on tho whole it mav perhaps be setter to regard the Dom, not 
as a single, individual augrogate, but as a more or less mixed body of 
menials, who have been 'or ages in a state of the utmost degradation, 
and whose appearance and physique· have been largely modified by the 
rigour of 1hei1 occupation and environment." (1975:314). Thurston 
(1909) discusses the Oomb or Dombo castemen working as weavers 
and menials in the hill tracts of Vizagepatam and states, ".This caste 
appears to be an off~hoot of the Dom caste of Bengal, Bihar, and the 
north-western Provinces. Like the Doms, the Dombas are regarded 
with disgust, because they eat beef, Potk, horseflesh, rats and the flesh 
of animals which have died a natural death, and both are considered 
to be Chandalas or perhaps by the Bengalis and the Uriyas. The 
Dombs weaves the cloth and blankets worn bY the hill people, but like 
the Perlahs of the platns, they are a tso labourers, scavengers, etc. Some 
of them are extensivelY eng oged in trade, and they have, as a rule, more 
knowledge then the rovts who despise them." (1975:', 73- 
174). Ouotin9 the Census RePott of 1871, Thurston highlights ors the 
occupatior,cd status of the Ocms and mentions that they are smploved 
as horse keepers, weavers, tom-tom beaters, scavenqers, ,,atty 
hucksters. Quoting Mr. F. Fowcctt ( 1901), Thurston hints on their 
habitation rnd settleroent and stote s that heir.q outcast }, they do not 
live in tho villt.Qes in'lcbi':ed by superior castes people, but awaY from 
them in hamlets (lbid:17~). Thurston further mentions five subdivi~ions 
of the Dor ibs .1s per ·.h~ 1\t1adras Census Repo,1, 1891 viz,. 0ncmia, - 
0diya, Mc ndi: i, NliTf ~m ind Kohara. Among the Odlva, Bhag(ti:Jer), 
Balu (baa·), (Jag (< obru). Hanum.Jn {the Monkey Gcd), Kochcbipo 
(tortoise), Bengni (1 og), Kukra (dog), Sury 1 (sun), Matsya (f sh), 
and .Jalko ida (liz31d) septs have been noted (Ibid: 176-177). The 
Gazetteer of the Viz 1gar,atam dintrict mentions about the Dcrnbs 
of .Jeyporo, Nawran~ our. Rtyagada and Gunupur areas and their 
criminal propensitles in the past. (Ibid: 183). 

The Qri..;sa Di! trict Gazetteors-Koraput by Senspati and !;ahu 
( 1966) states, "The ,am'3 0omb or Domba is said to be derived from 
the word numba ma, ninn devil, in ··eference to the thieving propenr-ities 
of the tribo. 'rhe De mbs are a Dravidian casto of weavers and menials, 
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found In the hill tracts of Vfsakhapatnam. This c asta appes rs to have 
1.pro3d over Bengal, Blhar, and Madhya Pr adesh, The Dornbs weave 
tha cloth worn by the hll' people, but they stso work as labourers, 
sca"engers, etc. Some of them a re extensive! y er gaged in trade and 
have, more kno'wledge of the world than the ryotr. who desPlse them. 
In the census report of 1871, it was noted that in many vllloges the 
Dombs carry on the occupation of w~eving, but in and around Jeypore 
they are employed as horse-keepers, tom-tom beaters, scwergers and 
other menial duties. These people are called Paidi by Telugus, Domba 
by f avaras and Pana by Khonds. They are tl'e weavel'f, traders, 
money-lenders of the hill tribes being very useful at> middlemen between 
the Khonds, GJdabas and other hill Pooplo on the one hanc and the 
traders of the plains on the other. They have been recogni'>ed as a 
Scheduled Caste " (1966: 92). 

In Orissa State, the Dom, Dombo, Duria Dom occur in Serial 
No. 27 out of 1he total number of 93 castes er.tistcc. Tho AdurJa Doms 
Who are chiefly concentr,,ted in Nav,rangpur and Jeypcira sub divisions 
of Koraput (undivided) district identify themselvos as such instead 
of ss the D uria Dom. The Aduria Dom/Domb or Qriya Dom/Domb 
are recognise<.) as specially vulnerable groups among the Scheduled 
Castes. The Aduria Dom/ Andu ria Dom is regarded as inferior 
in social status to the Oriya Dom, another section of the 
Don1/Domb caste. The Aduria/Anduria is a prefix used · to 
distinguish them from other sections. During the field work 
data collected on connubiality show that in the recent paat 
marital relationship between the Aduria Dom and the Oliya Dom 
was strictly prohibited, as the latter claimed to be superior in social 
status to the former. The Oriya Dom was functioning as middlemen 
between the neighbouring tribesmen and the traoors and Sahukars, 
as outsiders. The Adurla Dom was engaged in the collection and sale 
of hides and bearing drum in marriage and mortuary ceremonies tradl 
tionally. The Adurfa Doms inhabited separate enclaves/wards in towns 
and outskirts of villages and hamlets. In the sphere of caste councils 
and their Qperationalisation the Oriya Doms were enjoying more 
dominant position than the Adurfa· Doms. 

Qiatrfbutlon of Dom, Combo, ourta Dom 
They are found scattere~, ~II over Orfssa State. . As per 1961, 

1971 and 1981 Censusea their populatl,on was 311, 183, 370~236 and 
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'427,0'79, ·tesr,ectively. 'The ·dfst'rictwiso 'dlstributlon of their "Popu1a·tion 
'in 1~81 by sex is' y iven · bet ow: 

SI. No. · Name, of the district 

(1) (2) 

.. Malo 

I (3) 

• Female 

(4) 

Total 

'{5) 

1 Sambatpur 

2 .:Sundargarh 

3 •. Ke6njl\ar 

4 Mayurbhanj 

,5 -Balesore 

s · cutttick 
7 Ohenkanal 

8 'Phultlnni 

'9 Balangfr 

10 Kalahan.di 

"Kera Put 

:12 '~a'n'jam 

113 -pari 

• • 

• • 

. . 

.. 
• • 

• • 

• • 

•• 

. . 

• • 

• • 

,,449 

1,269 

2,"421 

s,a11 

2,777 

. 5,483 

1;618 

1,226 

:1, 105 

'82,992 

3~:3rs 

3;96'7 

·447 

· 1;196 

2~428 

5,071 

2;736 

'5,609 

·1 i 5'90 
1;165 

· 1,165 

· 83,-436 

. • · 1 Of,'4'49 . 1 d1 ,31 2 

3,'760 

.3,i906 

8'96 

2i·46'4 

··4~'849 

10,'388 

. 5~1513 

. 11,092 

! 3,208 

2,391 

2,391 

J66}427 

2·02,761 

1,d1s · 

"427~079 

. :sou,ce-'-Censue of India, ·1·981 

lftrans~ffres fro'tn the 'above' table 'that ''\heir Pc>Pulation is the 
highest in the Koraput district In terms of numerical prePonderance 
Kalahandi district occupies'tde set~nd~p•os'i!1it>n. r1"fte~f£'miile po'pu'talion 
has outn'uni~•r ttie11n1ale''fn\!their·. c'omrhttnity • 
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The present volume contains VI 11 Chapters in all. The Chapter-l 
discusses the Adurla Dom in the context of lndian caste system in the 
framework of traditions and changing porspective. The other Chapters 
except the last throw light on the salient features of habitat and sett1& 
meru, living condition, economic life, socio-religious life, political life 
and tho impact of development programmes. The last Chapter 
contains the concluding suggestions for socio-economic development 
of the community. 

, 
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CHAPTER 11 
HABITAT ANO SETTLEMENT 

Generally, the Aduria Dorn live in multi-ethnic villages. For ages 
they were treated as untouchables like, Doms, Ghasis, Rellis and 
Mangalis. The stigma of untouchabllitv kept them away from the 
upper castes. Their houses are situated keeping a distance from the 
settlement of clean caste people ,_fa village. The settlements constitute 
a separate sahi or ward. Like Oombs, Ghasis and other lower caste 
groups, the Aduria Doms maintain physical and social distance from the 
higher castes wherevt r they live. There is no soeia 1 restriction for the 
Adurias to live in the settlement of Oriya Doms. They consider Ghasis, 
Mangalis, Rallis as lower caste than them and maintain socia I distance 
from them. The Adurias live in the same village where tribes like 
Bhotras and Amanatyas aro found in a separate ward. Socio-religious 
differences between both the communities are remarkable. The Adurias 
play a role of service class of other tribal community participating in 
rituals as drummers and 'Barlks ' or 'Dakuas' responsible for informing 
messages in and outside of the village. The settlement pattern and 
structure of houses of Aduria Ooms are almost similar to other upper caste 
Hindus living in the village. There are ponds, [bsndho) and streams 
(nelo) near to their settlements. In some villages their settlements are 
located near the river. The Adurias are considered impure caste and 
they are not allowed to use same water source, like well or tube-well 
which is used by upper caste Hindus in the village. They have their 
separate tutbs or ghata in ponds, streams and rivers. 

I 

The houses of Aduria Doms are located in a scattered manner 
without any svmmetrica I order, excepting a few houses which face 
each other on either side of the village street. Their houses have been 
constructed with north-south orientation. However, they live with 
their own kin groups. 

Hou•e•: 
A typical Aduria Dom house has a rectangular ground plan. The 

house has mud walls with gable-shaped straw thatch. The house 
reflects their economic status. However, some households have 
pucca houses having cemented floor and tiled roof and the rest 
conform to the traditional pattern. 
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The size of a big house is approximately 22' X 15' havin~ 
three rooms, eoch measuring 12' X 11 ', 7' X 11' and 3' X 15'. In thi 
type of houses, the first room Bada Ghara is used for dininq, sitting 
and steeping purpose. The second room which is known as 
'Biiiter» Ghara' is used for storing grains and performing rituals. The 
third one known as 'Pancha' is used as kitchen room. It is located 
inside the homestead having entrance from outside verandah or Pindha. 
Generally the kitchen room is constructed by the side of entrance 
room or Bada Ghara. If 1he family is large one, they can use al I the 
available space for sleeping purpose. Sometimes this big house is partit 
tioned for accommodation of two families. After partition they 
close interlinking way of Bada Ghara and Bhitste Ghara. A new 
kitchen room is also constructed for the other family having an 
entrance from kitchen to the newly partitioned room. Most of the 
Aduria ooms live in two-roomed houses. The size of the two-roomed 
house is varying from 12' X 1 O' to 15' X 12'. Though all the houses 
are rectangular in the ground plan their interior structures vary in 
different places. In this type of houses the entra nee room is used for .. 
cooking, dining and sleeping purposes. The Bhitara Ghara, although is 
meant for storing, is used for sleeping purpose when it is empty .. 

The size of single-roomed house is on an average 8' X 7', which 
has multi-purpose uses. But most of the houses of this cateqorv 
have enclosed kitchen space in the verandah. They have made this 
alternative arrangements to avoid congestion in the house. But during 
the rainy season the verandah is not used for cooking. 

In the study vlllages out of 44 houses there are 22 two-roomed 
houses, 19 one-roomed houses and 3 three .. roomed houses. It 
indicates that majority of the houses are one and two-roomed which 
comes to 41 (87 per cent). There is only one pucca house in the 
village which has more than three rooms. Excepting the pucca house, 
other four houses have cement floors. -: 

Generally, three-roomed houses are big and spacious and belong 
to well-to-do families. It is observed that most of the Adu;ias 
prefer to live in two-roomed houses. This type of house can fulfil 
their minimum requirement and they can maintain .it without any 
difficulty, but their low economic condition and limited space 
creates problems in constructing two-roomed good and strong houses. 
Excepting a few house most of the houses have no· back doors. 
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There is no window for ventilation of air and light. At times there 
are small 'holes in walls instead of windows. Therefore, the interior of 
the house remains dark even during the day time. The verandah 
space is most frequently used. From morning till evening most of the 
household works are done here. There is no single house without 
verandah. The members of the house also sit, gossip and sleep on 
the verandah. For some houses, the verandah is used as kitchen. 
Due to lack of adequate space in the house they use one corner of 
verandah as kitchen. Thus the verandah is most essentia I for every 
house. The width of verandah is 1 ½' to 3½ ', but length reaches up to 
15 feet. 

There is no fence around the house site of the Aduria Dom. But a 
few houses have bamboo trees on the back side of the house which 
works as fence. Due to lack of sufficient space around the house 
most of the houses have no kitchen gardens. They construct sheds 
for domestic animals separately in front of house or at the one side 
of the house. The animal shed which is called Kota Shal 
or Goru Shal where the animals like cow, goat, and sheep etc., 
are kept. The pig shed ,is constructed with bamboo splits in the 
back yard of the house. They keep poultry birds in the one corner 
of the verandah. 

They perform various socio-religious function in the Bhitara Ghara 
or sometimes in the entrance room. In this room, they worship their 
household deities and offer prayer. They say that, the household 
deities live in the Bhitara Gbero. But due to darkness in this room 
they perform rituals occasionally in the entrance room (Bada Ghara). 

For the construction of a typical house materials, like bamboo, 
wood, mud, wooden poles, grass, straw, date-palm leaf, siali string 
are most essential. The materials used for the construction purpose 
are focally available. In the past these materials were 
available in plenty, but today they have to face a lot of problem for 
cot lectinq/purchasinq them. lt is the resu It of destruction of nearby 
forests and restrictions by the forest department. The well-to-do 
households use materials, like brick, tile, cement 'for -construction of 
pucca house. · 
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While constructing a house they do not give much emphasis on 
foundation work. They start construction after doing negligible plinth 
work. The ground level work is not adequate. The super-structure of 
the house rests on six wooden poles. The wntls are made of mud 
which also give some support to the superstructure. Before construct 
Ing a wall they make frame of wall with bamboo and wood, there 
after mud is plastered over. Sometimes they also use sun-dried 
bricks for constructing a wall. The height of the roof at middle from 
where two sides of roof slope begin, is within eleven feet. The 
minimum height of two sides roof is 4 feet from ground. The roof 
frame is made of split bamboo (bata) and wooden bars (pati). 
Thatching of roof is made with qrass (pir), straw (pal), or date-ralrn 
leaf. The use of country made tile or jhikar is very limited. 

They love I the floor of house by clay and small stones. The 
walls and floor are plastered by mud mixed with husk. The mixing of 
husk with mud increases the life of walls and floors. Further, th0 
walls and floorn are plastered with cow-dung, lime clay. and red soil. 
The red soil is plastered to make house more attractive. In the area they 
prefer to use chunna mati (lime clay) which are available near some 
villages. Because, if they use cow-dung in plenty, it will b~ conducive 
for living white ants. But all cannot apply Chunna Mati plastering 
due to non-availability, thus they stick to plastering in cow-dung and 
coloured soil. The Adurias live in different types of houses in the area 
which may be categorised as. Ghar, Jhikar Ghar, Medha Ghar and 
Kudi». The medium or big size house which are thatched with pir or 
pal (thatching grass and straw) are known as Ghar. The Kudia Ghar is 
single-roomed and ill-maintained. Medha Ghar is pucca one which are 
confined to a few well-to-do families. But the houses which are 

· thatched with locally available Jhikers known as Jhiksr Gher. 

,he Adurla Dams who have 57 housenoldes in the vicinity of 
Nowrangpur Municipality area are situated on encroached Government 
land adjacent to the weekly market. They have constructed hutments to 
hardly accommodate more than three persons. One is to crawl the door 
to enter the house. Inside the house a few household materials mainly 
utensils and torn clothes scattered al round. Since they pull on their 
livelihood by Rickshaw pulling or on daily wage earning. The income 
they earn is tow to meet both their ends. 
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While constructinr, a new house, they have consultations with local 
Ponjikar or Pundits to find out an auspicious day and time for raying 
the foundation stone. Generally, neighbours, close friends and relatives 
are invited to attend this ceremony. WeH-to-do families entertain their 
Quests with food and drink. However, as per the advice of the 
Panjikar or Pundits on the prescribed day they make necessary arrange 
ments for ri'tual formalities. The place of house construction is cleaned 
and sprinkled with water. For fixing of o wooden pole a hole is dug 
on the specified spot. They place coconut, banana, Duba grass, Bella 
leaves, etc., on a leaf plate near the hole. There, the head of the 
household worships to deities and ancestral spirits to have blessings 
to complete the house construction successfully. Then the wooden 
pillar which is purified by applying turmeric paste, vermilion and tying 
mango leaves around its top is fixod by the head of the household. 
During fixing of wooden pole friends, relatives, neighbours and well 
wishers utter the names of deities. The Bhoga or Prasad is distributed 
among all presents with Pana (molases, banana, etc., mixed water). 
However, well-to-do families provide food and drink for the entertainment 
of their guests. Wooden poles are fixed later on. After the Pole is fixed 
construction work of walls, roof, thatching, floor plastering and wood 
works are taken up, After completion of construction work 
they occupy the new house. On this occasion they do not observe any 
rituals but the house owner and his family members placing first cooked 
food on a leaf plate offer prayers to ancestral spirits. 

It is found that there are 47 Aduria Dom households in the 
study village, out of which 44 Aduria Dom households have own houses 
and the rest have no house. No doubt the neighbours, relatives and 
friends assist in constructing a house but it is very hard task for them 
to construct a good house for dwelling purpose. At the current rate 
an ordinary two-roomed house costs Rs. 1,200·00 to As. 1,600·oo 
including cost of materials, fike wood, bamboo, straw and the wages 
of skilled labours. Further, the labour provided by household members 
and others minimises the cost of house construction especially economi 
cally backward families receive help from neighbours for construction. 

Some of the households have been allotted record-of-rights for the 
homestead land at the rate of 4 decimals each. But due to non 
demarcation of the allotted plot by the revenue authorities, none of 
the households have taken possession. Moreover, the plots are 
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situated in far off place for which tho allotees do not prefer to shift 
their settlement to a remote area without any facility. They prefer the 
existing encroached pfot situated near the urban pocket as it provides 
them opportunity to earn their livelihood either bv rickshaw pulling 
or through any other pursuits in the households of other higher class 
communities. The heads of households during interview opined that, 
Government allotted 4 decimals of land for constructing houses in a 
ptace where there is neither road . communication nor water facility. 
·Moreover, the area is about 7 Kms. away from their existing habitation. 
There economic condition does not allow them to shift to a new area 
for settlement. 1 n spite of difficulties, thoy prefer to settle in the existing 
piece and.have been approaching the revenue authority to allot new 

• 'Petta' on the existing encroached .land cancelling the previous 
•Patta' distributed to them. 

.. 
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CHAPTER tll 
LIVING CONDITIONS 

In the recent past, the Aduria Doms were treated low caste with 
the stigma of untouchabllitv. Their lowest status in the caste hierarchy 
and untouchability played a significant role in arresting the progress 
and development of the said community. 

Generally, the Aduria Doms live together in a separate ward 
which is usually located at the outskirt of the main hamlet or 
village where upper caste men live. The stigma of untouchabilitv 
which ;s attached to them deprives them of using water from the 
same source used by higher caste groups in the villages. The influential 
.nd established higher caste-group never allow the Qoms to take 
water from the existing tube-wells and wells in the villages. Thus they 
face lot a of problems in getting drinking water. 

In the study village Kusumi, the Aduria Doms face difficulty in getting 
water for drinking bathing, etc. The existing tube-wells and wells arenot 
in their hamlet. They are scared t~ u ,e W)!ls and tuhewetls as some 
times it brings about confrontation with other persons of upper castes. 
They use water from the tanks and nala which adversely affects their 
hearth. some times they take bath in the water lagged in the paddy 
land. Somehow they manage during the rainy season. But in summer 
when the ponds and nalas dry off, they face•difficulties. They have to go 
to f ndrabati river for fetching water which is almost two Kms. away from 
their habitation. The Aduria Dem women collect water from river and their 
children assist them in it. Water from the existing ponds are even used 
for the drinking and cooking purpose. A small pond is situated in the 
north direction of Auria Dom settlement which is used for bathing, wash 
ing and cleaning utensils and bathing cattle. In busvaqricultural season 
they have no time to fetch water from river or wells. They are bound to 
use water of ponds for alt purposes. For 6 to 8 months they do not get 
water scarcity as during rains ponds are full of water. Further, they do not 
use water trom wells and tube-wells which are used byhigher caste 
people. Even in the ponds and river they have separate Tuttis or Ghata. 
In the villages also there is scarcity of potable water. Very often various 
types of diseases spread due to polluted water. 

They wash their clothes, clean. house and surroundings which is in no 
way inferior to Odiya Oombs or other lower caste living in the neighbours. 
Both men and women get up early in the morning and their children follow 
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them. Then they wash th'lir faces, with tooth twigs they clean their teeth 
and tongues near the house. But some persons go to tube-wells, wells, 
ponds or river for cleaning teeth and woshing mouth and face. They 
perform morning ablutions in the open fields or near the ponds and rivers. 

They take bath everyday in the morning, i.e.,before 1 0·00 A.M. 
excepting in the busy agricultural season. There is no specific time for 
bathing. But they prefer to t;)ke bath in the morning. In the summer 
season almost all person take bath twice a day, i.e., early in the morning and 
in the evening. But in the winter season they take bath once due to fear of 
cold. They do not prefer to take bath in the morning, Some persons 
also abstain from bathing. During bath women use oil, soap, turmeric 
paste, etc. Thoy also use 'Ania Paste' on the head for keeping it coo/. 
But men are not interested to use oil and soap. Further on the festive 
occasions women get up early in the morning to take bath. They use til 
oil for massaging, in the head and body. Now-a-days coconut oil, is 
also used by them. Sometimes they app ly castor and mustard oi I on 
their body. After bath they offer prayer to the Dharma Devata, Krishna, 
Rama, Laxmi etc Most of the household works, like cleaning. washing 
etc. are done by women. ' weeping the house in the morning and evening, 
cleaning utensils, cleaning animal shed, washing clothes 
plastering the walls, floor and courtvards with mud. cow-dung, red so 
for regular maintenance are mostly done by women. The girl children also 
assist their mother in various household works. Most of the households do not 
have garb ge pits to throw waste materials and diet. But they keep cow-dung 
very carefully in a small pits to be used as manure and for plast.;ring of the 
walls and floors. They prepare cow-dung cakes and dry them under 
the sun. Tnese are locally called : Chenna or Pidika which are used as 
fuel for domestic cookinq. The surrounding ared becomes the breeding 
grounds fo< Hies. m osquit.res and other harmfu I organisms. These 
waste materials decompose and become congenial for spreading of 
various diseases. 

Clothing, Ornaments and Personal Adornment: 

They use simp re and cheap clothes. Their wearing pattern resembles 
that of th') Oombs, Ghasis, Reis. and other tribes residing in the 
neighbourhood. The Odia Dombs also occasionally supplied clothes 
which wete woven by them. But in course of time the mill-made clothes 
gained popularity in the area. These clothes are cheap and fine compared 
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to handlooms. Further milt-made clothes have attractive colours with 
differont designs. Now-a-days most of them prefer to wear mill-made 
clothes. But some old generation and elderly persons are still continuing 
handloom clothes . 

Generally, dhotias and coloured lungis are used by males. Their 
dhoties are coarse and short comPared to other higher caste people. 
Most of them manage with coarse and cheap type clothings, either 
mill-made or hnndloom. They also use coloured gnmuchha or napkins. 
They tie it around tho waist or round the head which is called paqadi. 
But most of the time they put gamuchha hanging on their shoulders. 
Somo young men occasionally wear modern dress, like shirt, pant, 
bunions, trousers and towels available in the local market. The foot-wear 
is confined to limited persons. They purchase foot-wears made of 
unused tyres from weekly markets of nearby towns. Their low economic 
condition force them to keep their children undressed up to 6 years of 
ane. Tho parents of school going children, at any rate provide them 
with half pants, shirts and frocks. But those who do not attend schools 
re deprived of wearing modorn dress. thus espaciallv girls use 

Pieces of torn clothes of their mother. The small boys remain undressed 
or used small napkins or torn cloths of father. This type of wearing by 
boys is known as kachha · 

The women wear saries like other lower caste neighbours, mostly of 
coarse and short variety. They use both handloorn and mill-made sarees 
of cheap quality. In the past, the sa rees were known as Khadi, but now 
this term has been replaced and known .1s saree. They prefer to wear 
red sarses with different coloured borders. Generally, their sarees are 
single colour with various coloured borders. The upper end of the saree 
'Panata Kani' is a lso designed with different colours. But for most of 
working women these type of sarees are of no use, as they do not keep 
upper end or 'Panata Kanl' of saree, hanging from' shoulder on back side. 
While compared to wearing pattern of sarees with higher castes, their 
style of wearing differs. The upper side of the saree passes over right 
and then over the left side of shoulder covering upper part of the body. 
Thus it acts as a substitute of a bfouse. The lower portion of saree 
reaches up to little beyond the knee level. Thus this type of wearing 
though exposes the legs, has lot of advantages for a working women, 
due to free movements of lower limbs during work. 
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However, a limited number of women especially, in socio- religious 
functions, while going outside, wear sarees. Use of under and upper 
g~r,nents, like Longa (petticoats) and blouses are limited. But the girls 
of younger generation are showing eaqorness to use colourful mill-made 
sarees, blouse, petticoats, handkerchiefs, frocks and panties, etc. But 
use of footwear is not popular among women. 

During summer, the males use short Dhoti or gamuchha. But 
white working under the sun they wear a piece of cloth and put on a 
Gamuchha or Towel around their head for protection from heat. On 
festive occasions they put on a hanion ( Badi) a shirt or at least a 
sernuchha. Besides, they also use new clothes on occasions of Nuakhia, 
Chait Parab. Amus Mas, Pusa Punei, etc. 

They cannot afford to purchase winter clothes as they are 
costly. They manage cold by covering their body 
with chadar in the wil,ter season. The poor people sleep near the fire 
place. The use of woolen garments and blankets are confined to a few 
wett-ro-do persons. Some people use umbrellas which are availabte 
in the loca I market. Most of them use indiqeneous umbrellas, locally 
known as 'Tall ari' made of bamboo and palm leaf. 

In the villages, they do not get the service of washermen, barber 
and Brahrnin priest. The Aduria Dams are considered as untouchables. 
'They wash their clothes by themselves, using soda, soap or ashes. 
Some of them also perform the work of barber for the cornrnunltv. 

Ornaments 
The Aduria Dom women wear different types of ornaments for 

enhancing their beauty. These ornaments· are made of cheap metals, 
like silver, aluminium, brass or its a1toY. During social and reliqious . 
functions they _wear varieties of ornaments. They cannot purchase 
ornaments made of gold as it is costly and they prefer to purchase 
ornaments made of cheap· metals. Further, ornaments made of plastic, 
beads, glass, etc.. are gaining poputeritv. They purchase these 
ornaments from weekly markets. 

They use rings, chains with lockets around the· neck. 
The younger generation like to ·wear ear .• rings. Even the · old 
women who used ear-rlnqs in their younger age have now abandoned 
it. Probably this is due to the impact of modernisation. · · 

•• 
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The womon wear o number of ornaments in different parts of their 
body for personal adornment. The married women wear bangles made 
f olas, imitation golden metal, silver or other alloys in wrists. Th 

Kala Mali is worn in the neck which is available in the market, Goda 
Mundi in toes and Mondi in right hand fingers and Antasuta (waist 
thread) around waist. But widows do not wear any kind of ornaments. 

The following is a list of ornaments used bY the Aduria ooms : 
LIST OF ORNAMENTS 

Parts of 
Body 

Kinds of ornaments worn -- ---- English Kind of 
equivalent Local term material 

used 

Remarks 

( 1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

Head Mundsphula Silver For adorning 
Hairpin cheapmetat the head 

Chipakanta ' Cheaprnetal 
Mathamani Imitation or 

Gold. 

Nose Ornaments oandi Gold 
for the nose. Laoanke!i 

Tamatalu Si Iver 
Bari Phuli Imitation/ 

Gofd. 
Basaru 

, 

Neck Necklace/ Chipmali Gold/Si Iver 
Ornaments Kalarnati , Brass & Beads 
for the neck. Kachamali Beads 

Sarsu Mali . Beads 
Saopsara Brass 
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Parts of Kinds of ornaments worn 
Body English Local term Kind of Remarks 

equivalent for different material 
term varieties used 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (6) 
- ------ 

Ear . . Ear-rings .. Noli •• Gofd/silve r 
or brass. 

Pati .. Ditto 
Pasia .. Ditto 
Ringlu •• Ditto 
Bali .. Ditto 
.Jhurnpi . . Ditto 

Wrist & Wristlets •• Wanta . . Afuminiu m, 
silver ◄Arm. and 
alloys. 

Khadu .. Ditto 
Bangle • • Kacha/ Glass/ Must for married 

Churi plastic/ women as symbol 
brass of marita I status. 

Waist .. Waistband .. Antasuta .. Black or 
Red 
coloured 
thread 

Karnarpatl Silver 
Heal and Chains & Patil/pati Silver/ Worn by married 
feat. ornaments alloys women and grown ••• 

for the feet. up girls. 
Painri Ditto 

Fingers .• Finger rings Mundi Go Id/silver Worn by married 
mundi brass/iron/ women. 

alloys. 
Toe . . rlngs .. Jhatia Silver/ Worn by married 

godamundi alloys women. 
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The Aduria Dom women are fond of decorating their bodies. They 
apply til, or mustard oil in the hair and decorate their hair ;n modern 
and traditional stYle. The hair style varies from person to person 
depending upon their choice. But their hair style is very simple. Most 
of the time the hair style is done by oneself while occasionauv they 
get assistance from others. In personal adornment, they pay much 
attention to hair combing and facial make up. Some also message 
caster oil in the hair. Some well .. to-do women use coconut oil. 

The hair style of grown up and elderly women are very simple, i. e.1 
they make hair knot on the back portion of the head. Because 
knot of tug type hair style brings no problem for women while working. 
But the younger wemen coil the plaited hair and fix varieties of hair-pins. 
They also use coloured ribbons making different designs to tie up their 
hair. Flowers or ribbons are fixed over the knot for more attraction. 
Sometimes they allow the hair to remain loose hanging over back 
without making any knot. The knob ;s locally known as Kusha. The 
nature has gifted them with thick and black hair, which becomes more 
beautiful and attractive after combing and simple dressing. 

ln the past, they were using wooden combs for dressing their hair. 
Now the Aduria women use comb mostly made of plastic. As 
horn comb is costly they prefer to use plastic combs which are available 
in the market. The wooden combs a, e used by a few though it has 
become out dated. They use kola or kajal prer .. ared by themselves or 
purchased from the market. For hair dressing and facial make up they 
use minor. 

The man do not show much interest for personal decoration. They 
annoint oil and comb hair. Usually they apply oil on their body before 
bath and comb hair after bath. At present some also use ~owder, 
scented oil, toilet soap, cold cream, etc. 

On festive occasions, women take more interest in the personal 
adornment. They use 'Alta' a red dye on the edges and the upper 
part of the feet with various designs. They use 'monjati' paste which 
is prepared out of leaves of Monjati plant. lt is pasted a round the tip 
of the fingers as a result that portion become red in colour. As 
nail polish is not popular among them, a few women who can 
afford to purchase it, use it. The married women apPIY vermilion mark on 

forehead. 
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The tatooinq was prevalent among the Aduria Dom society. Now .. 
a-days tatoolns is not liked bY the younger generation and is becoming 
outdated. However, tatoo marks are still found among elderly ladies. 
[n the recent past women were fond of tatooing with various types of 
designs on different ports of their body especially arms, legs, etc: 
The ratoolns is locally called 'gadni or gadni Banc. According to 
them 'Bagarliya' women visit their villages and they know the art of 
tetooins. They believe that after death they leave everything on this 
earth except the tatoo marks on the body. Further, they say that 
tatooin9 is a symbol of marital status. 

·~ 

Food habits: 
Rice is their staple food. They are fond of non-vegetarian dishes, But 

they required sufficient quantity of rice. Therefore, rice is their primary 
food and constitutes merer item of their daily meals. The cooked 
vegetables, fish or meat are eaten as curry with rice. But the quantity 
of curry varies from house to house based on their economic condition. .• 
Usually boiled rice is either taken dry or soaked in cold water. But 
boiled rice cannot be eaten easily without curry, thus they prefer to 
take watered rice which is known as ~ Pakhala or Peja Bhata ' . They 
have to toil hard to have a square meals per day. Even after working 
hard, they cannot get sufficient food. However, during the harvest 
season they manage to collect adequate food including vegetables. 
But after harvesting season, due to lack of any other engagement their 
earning decreases. As a result, they fait to get required food and have 
to satisfy themselves with minimum quantity of rice, ragi, vegetables 
and whatever edible items avail able to them. Economically tow 
households usually take rice gruel. (Turani) or ragi gruel ( Mandia 
Jaau). The vegetables, fruits, roots, cereals, pulses, fish, meat, etc., are 
consumed by them as ava itable in the area. But their economic 
condition stands on the way of purchasing all the above items. In the ... 
backyard of some households papaya, cucumber, ladies finger, chilly, 
sim, sajana. etc., are produced. These are eaten by them or sold out 
for meeting other expenses. 

On festival occassions they enjoy non-vegetarian dish, like 
fish, meat and eggs. Meat is either purchased or available from 
domesticated animals or birds. They also get opportunity to eat meat 
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in the communnl feast on the occasion of life-cycle rituals, Chait parab, 
Pus Punei and Nuakhia festivals. The eggs are consumed by them 
after boiling in the water with salt. The raw oggs' are oaten as 
medicine. Even today they eat beef, but the propensity of beef eating 
habit has decreased. Thus they are gradually refraining from beef 
eating. They have realised that due to unclean food habits, they are 
considered untouchables and impure caste. Thus, now-a-days most of the 
younger generation people became conscious in foregoing beef-eating. 
'f he feeling of self-respect and close habitation with the Hindus may lead 
them to give up beef eating completely. But they can replace beef with 
other meat as it is cheap and available In plenty. As non-vegetarian 
items are very costly, they are prepared on special festive occasion. 
They entertain their guests with non-vegetarian dishes at any cost. 
Often they kiJ I domestic fowls for entertaining their guests. 

Exce_:>ting few well-to-do families, most of them cook meat, fish, 
and curry in simple manner. While preparing meat curry they add 
water, oil, salt, chilly and turmeric powder. But now-a-days they came 
to know the use of various spices. 

r 

They eat meat of different domestic animals excluding dogs cats and 
also wild animals. They sacrifice goat, sheep, fowls, pigs, swan on religi 
ous functions to appease various deities and spirits. They also kill those 
animals and birds torconsumptlon purpose. The Aduria Dams who stay 
near forest areas sometimes get meat of wild animals, such as deer 
(Ji adaj wild bear, sarnbar, kutra, rabbit, wild fowl, peacock, etc. Occa 
sionally they participate in hunting with other neighbours and get their 
share of game animals. They also catch fish for consumption purpose. 
The surplus fishes are sold out in the market. They preserve fishes and 
meat of cow, ox, and of wild animals ev drying them under the sun for 
future consumption. 

Eating of dead animals is gradualtY decreasing. According to them, 
now they do not kill cow or ox for consumption, they purchase beef 
from Oriya Dombs. Most of them have become shy to express beef 
eating habit. They have realised that, it lowers their caste status in the 
society. They were not fond of taking milk or milk products. Now 
a-days instead of selling milk .to others, they take milk after realising its 
utrltious value. 

• l 

I 
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Diet habit: 
The soclo-economlc conditions of the Adurla Dams pfay an impor 

tant rote in their diet pattern. Their diet pattern varies from · house to 
house which depends on food habits and capacity to spend for the 
purchase of food materials. 

A grown up man takes food three times a day. The quantity of 
rice in a feast is more than normal food in his house. Usually, daily 
meal consists of cooked rice, dry or mixed with gruel and water and salt, 
which added with vegetables curry. But the meal of a poor families 
consists of rice or rice-gruel, chilly, onion, salt and sometimes added with 
vegetable curry or backed dry-fish. The use of spices for cooking 
vegetables or meat is confined to some well-to-do families. Vegetables, 
like potato, gourd, brlnjal, Indies finger, beans, ribbed gourd, green 
leaves, mushrooms and edible tubers are often cooked with ou, salt, chilly 
and turmeric powder. All the above vegetables are sometimes cooked 
with Dal. For preparation of Dal they also add rice gruel. During 
festive and ceremonial occasions they take delicious food items 
prepared out of vegetables, cereals, pulses and non-vegetarian items. 

I 

For cooking vegetables and non-vegetarian items they use ground .. 
nut oil and ti I oi I. Mustard or refined oils are not used as they can 
not afford to purchase it. They also prepare cakes and sweets with 
groundnut and til ol I. But those who stay in and around the forest 
area use edible oils pressed from mahua (Tulo Tela) or sat seed. 
Especially who live in plain area face lot of Problems to collect fuef for 
cooking purpose. They use chhena or pidica (disc like cow-dung 
sundried cakes), dry leaves, dried tree branches, weeds and bushes as 
fuels which are collected by women and children. In the village under 
study some of them. use waste wood of Mongalam Timber Limited. 
There is, however, scarcity of fuel in the area. 

They take food three times a day, i. e., in the morning, noon and 
evening hours. Excepting busy agricultural seasons, they take morning 
food at about 8 A.M. But during busy seasons mear is taken a bit 
earlier. This meal consists of 'Pokhal' or 'Basi Pokhal' with onions, salt, 
chillies, mango pickles and baked dry fishes. They also take 'sag' boiled 
green leaves with Pokhal and Basi Pokhal. They also eat Ragi gruel or 
Jau with chillies and salt. The young men take tea in the morning. 
The mid-day meal is taken after 12 noon and before 2·30 P. M. r n 
this meal, they take freshly prepared rice/rice with water (s~ja pokhal) 
with vegetable curry. 

1 
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some well-to-do families again prepare rice, dal and vegetable 
curry for evening meal. But children takes meal four to five times a day. 

. Besides the meal, children take parched rice (Murhi) Chuda, etc .. On 
festive occasions they prepare different cakes, such as chakuli pitha, 
podo pitha (out of Ragi or rice powder) and non-vegetarian stuffs for 
eatings. 

They consider kitchen room as a sacred place. The ancestra I cults 
are installed in the north-east corner of the kitchen. They believe that 
Goddess Laxrni Maa is always present there, by whose blessings wealth 
increases. They keep kitchen neat and clean. They never allow any 
stranger to enter the kitchen space as it may be polluted. After 
completing all the work in the evening, women clean the hearth and 
smear with red soil and cow-dung water. They also ofter srna If quantity 
of food by throwing it inside burning hearth after food items are prepared. 
This offer is done as a respect to Agni oevata after cooking. 

Usually, food is prepared and served by the women in their society. 
~ But irrespective of sex and age everybody can take part in preparing and 

serving food. However, in practice, children, old and sick persons, 
strangers, persons under birth and death pollutions, including menstruating 
women are not allowed for preparing and serving of food. They wash 
their mouth, hands and tegs before sitting for taking food. The patients, 
children and old persons are served with food first in family. The 
housewife takes food at last with other women of family after taking 
alt the male members. 

They usually sit on the floor without using wooden seats or mat. 
They take their food, usually in the entrance room. The verandah is 
also at times used for dining purpose. After taking mea Is, they use 
utensils are at once removed for washing and the floor is cleaned by 
sprinkling water by women. 

• 
Currently, some people observe fasting on occasions like, Shivaratri, 

oasahara, Nuakhia and during Solar and Lunar Eclipses. They also 
avoid eating non-vegetarian dishes on these occasions. Some people 
have adopted caste Hindu customs and on Monday or Thursday 
they abstain from eating non-vegetarian food. The pregnant and 
menstruating women, old and sick persons and persons under birth, 
death pollutions are not allowed to eat certain type of food. Because, 
taking tabooed food may affect their health. 
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Drinking habit : 
In the Aduria Dorn society, there is no restrictions for drinking 

based on ethical moral point of view. Men drink more than women and 
some men drink beyond the limit. For them, there is no specific time, 
as they drink at their sweet will. h is a fact that major portion of their 
income is spent in liquors. As a result, they cannot improve their 
economic conditions. It affects adversely the children and young boys 
who also get habituated to drink country liquor. 

A man has to spend a lot of money for offering drinks to his rela 
tions and guests on different occasions. They think that, liquor-offering 
raises their prestige in the society. Further, it is in their custom that as 
a respect the family guests should be freely entertained with drinks. ln 
rituals and festive occasions, liquor is essential. The caste panchayat 
collects penalty in cash or kind (feast & liquor) after deciding disputes 
of concerned parties. For satisfying deities, evi I spirits and ancestor's 
souls they offer liquor in various rituals. Liquor is needed during 
marriage negotiation and wedding. They have strong belief that when 41 

enemies drink together, they develop friendship. 

They do not prepare liquor. They purchase it from local (desi) liquor 
shops. In the area liquor extracted from Mohul flower is available in 
plenty and is known as 'Mahu/ Mod'. They also drink Satap Mod. 

• Khajuri Rash and Handia or -cnauta Mod'. Of all the varieties of liquor 
available Mohul liquor is considered most intoxicating. They also drink 
}iquor tor curing cold and cough. They say that Khajuri Mod, Satap 
and Ha ndia are mild types of liquors and by drinking those liquors they 
become lazy. On the other hand, the Ma~ul Mod gives strength to a 
person and they prefer to drink Mohut Mod. · · 

They smoke Bidi and Picca. which is made of tobacco teaves. T~ey 
also use 'Nasa' (tobacco powder), Gudakhu {tobacco paste), Ganjei .. 
(hemp) and sometimes opium. ,,. ,:-.; 

Some of them carry out unauthorised liquor vending ·as sub-agent 
of the 'Bhati'. They bring country liquor specially on hat (weekly market) 
days and sale it secretly on hats. Women also participata in this 
business and earn a good amount on market days. 
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CHAPTER-IV 

ECONOMIC LIFE 
The Aduria Ooms eke out their living by wage-earning, excepting 

a few households, who depend on cultivation and agricultural labour. 
Major portion of their annual income comes from agricultural labour. 
Almost all households derive income by adopting agricultural labour as 
main or subsidiary occupation. Thus it is appropriate to consider aqri 
cultural labour as their main occupation. Besides wage-earning and 
cultivation, they atse earn through other activities, like drum-beating, 
small business in nearby weekly markets, rickshaw pulling and engaging 
themselves in trading animals, like cow, buffalo, bullock, etc. Some of 
them also correct raw hides and supply them to tanners through middle 
men. 

It fs said that, since time immemorial they have been practising 
" wage earning. Most of them are landless, and thus they are being 

compelled by the situation to take up wage earning for their livelihood. 
It is very difficult to trace the previous occupation of the Adurla. 
E. Thurston while writing Ethnographic Note on Domb has mentioned the 
name of the community Andlniva as a section of Dombs, but especially 
not regarding economic activities of Andiniya or Adhuria Dornbs. 
However, even today, some people belonging to the Oombs or Odia 
Domb Community practise· weaving, but as subsidiary activities. It is 
observed in the area that they are not currently practising weaving. 
They informed that some of them know the art of weaving, probably 
they knew it by coming in contact with Oombs, but their number is 
very insignificant. Considering from all sides, it may be stated here 
that their main occupation is wage-earning. 

In the recent past, some of them in village, Kumli stated that selling 
' of parched rice in different villages was their original occupation. People 

at present do not consider them untouchable and ungrudging\y barter 
other commodities with rice. Small ponies were engaged to carry 
the load from village to· village for trading their commodities. In 
course of time when 'panos· a denotlfied and ex-criminal tribe were 
segregated as untouchables and stigma of untouchability made them an 
unclean caste, the Adurias faced the same fate as they had a close 
social relationship with the 'panos'. Since then parched rice trading 
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was forbidden and thov became only petty businessmen dealing in 
commodities, like sif ver ornaments, cheap cosmetics and grocery items, 
etc. 

Occupational pattern : 

The present study in the village, Kusumi of Nawarangpur area 
reveals that, most of them depend on agricultural labour. However, 47 
surveyed households of the village Kusumi reveals occupational structure 
as discussed below. 

In the village Kusurni, out of 47 Adurla Dom households, 72·34 per 
cent or 34 households depend on agricultural labour which is maximum. 
The remaining 27·66 per cent or 13 households depend on other occu .. 
pation given in the table below :- 

Main occupations No. of Percentage 
households 

(1) {2) (3) 

1. Agricultural labour .. 35 74·46 
2. Cultivation I 4 8·51 .. 
3~ Service 

•• 2 4·25 
4. Rickshaw pulling .. 1 2·13 
5. Petty Business •• 1 2·13 
6. Cattle-herding J 

1 2·13 •• 
7. Wage earning excepting agricultural labour 2 4·25 ~ 
a. Rope making .. 1. 2·13 

- 
Total .. 47 100 

The above table shows that their main occupation is agricultural 
labour which is supplemented by various other economic actlvitles, This 
is categorised on the basis of main source of the· income of a household. 
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However, 47 Aduria Dorn households have 108 working persons in 
the age-group of 18 to 60, in the sample village Kusumi. Agricultural 
labour and cultivation are the two main occupations on which they 
depend most. Out of 108 working population 72 persons are engaged 
as agricultural labourers and 8 in cultivation. Thus it is obvious, that there 
is no other source in rural area excepting agricultural activities which can 
provide means of earning for majority of the Aduria Dom. Others pursue 
occupations like wage-earning other than agricultural labour, service, 
small business, cattle herding, rope making, rickshaw pulling and drum 
beating. There is one person who depends on begging. 

It has been discussed earlier that the working population is 108. 
Distribution of working persons on the basis of primary and 'Secondary 
occupations are given below:- 

OCCU PATIONAL PATTERN 

Total working Name of the occupation Distribution of 
I' . population in the 

• • persons an vanous 
age-group of occupation 

18 to 60 years 
T M F -Principal Secondary 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

108 57 51 1. Wage earning 
(a) Agricultural labour 72 19 

(b) From other sources 2 10 

2. Cultivation 8 23 

3. Cattle herding 2 1 

- 4. Service 2 . . 
5. Small Business 1 .. 
6. Rope making 1 1 

7. Rickshaw pulling 1 . . 

a. Drum beating . . 1 

9. Begging 1 • • 
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ECONOMIC PURSUITS 

1. Agriculture : 
The study among the 47 households shows that only 16 house 

holds possess land and remaining 31 or about two-third households are 
landless and they mainly depend on wage earning as agricultural 
labourers for their livelihood. Out of 16 land-holding households 13 
households have possessed upto 1 Ac. of land, 2 households have 
possessed more than 2·6 acres of tand and only one household has 
possessed less than 2·5 acres of land. Further, 13 land-holding 
households possess less than one acre of land and rest 3 households 
have possessed more than 2·5 Ac. of land. The details are given 
below:- 

SIZE OF LAND HOLDING 

Nos. of Nos. of Nos. of land Distribution of land owning 
surveyed landless • households to the size of ownms 

households house- household land holdings 
holds 

Up to From 1 ·1 Ac. More than 
1 Ac. to 2·5 Acrs. 2·5 Acrs. 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

47 

c1 oo-oo: 
31 16 

(65'96%) (34'04%) 

1 '3 1 

(81 ·?5%) (626%) 
• ◄

2 

( 12·50%) 

. .•. . .• 

/ 
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The above table shows that the Berna and Bahal lands are wet 
lands. The wet lands are also known as Sada. The Ata and Mal 
variety of lands are dry and high, Thus, excepting rain, generally there 
is no other water sources. It is suitable for growing pulses. The 
Antal land is also wet land which is favourable for sugar-cane cul 
tivation. The Berna, Bahal and Antal lands are lying on plain area 
or in the lower tevel of drainage and they receive adequate water 
during rainy season. These variety of land is also verv fertile due to 
deposit of silt after flood. Thus these lands are best for pa~dy cul- 
tivation. . 

At present. the price of uplands· per acre is between Rs. 2,000 
to Rs. 3,000. According to them irrigated or wet \and , costs 
Rs. 5,000 to Rs. 10,000 per · acre. For constructing a house in 
nearby villages or towns one has to spend more money for purchasing 
homestead (and. 
Cropping Pattern : 

The paddy is their main crop. In addition to paddy they also 
produce various kinds of pulses, cereals, oil-seeds and vegetables as per 
the soil type and suitability of the land. Different varieties of paddy 
are grown in various types of land and the following table may be 
referred to.- 

Varieties of paddy and types of land in which grown : - 
SI. Types of 
No. land 
(1) (2) \~I 

Up_ land 
1, Ata 

Varieties of paddy grown 
' .• 

(~' (4) 

2· ·,· Mat 

Wet land 
3. Berna 

4. Bahal 

Ata Ohan - or 
Bhota Ohan 
Mal D~an 

Berna Ohan 

Bahal or Boda 
Ohan. 

Para Ohan, Mati Ohan, Alasi 
Dban. Bhata, Ohana, Shala Ghalla- 
Mahar Ohan, Lodasi, Talia. Ohan, 
Dhaba Chudi, . Haldi Chudi, Gada 

. Khunti. 
Umasia Chudi, Raipuria, Assn Chud], 
Katia Khoji, Jaya Asan Chudi, Kpla 
Ma ti Masuri. 

I 

Jagannath, .Jajat], Ratna Chudi, 
Baya Munda, Jaya, .. Bada .. Lodasl, 
Berhampur-ll, Phatguni, - Masuri. · 

'. 
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It Is found that when the land receives untimely rain before mon 
soon out breaks, they plough the land once or twice. Then they wait 
till June so that they receive rain at regular intervals. when rain starts 
in the month of June after ploughing once again they sow the seeds. 
After 20 to 30 days the paddy plants or 't oft grows and they are used 
for transplantation or 'ruen.. 

Excepting the transplantation 'or ruan method, they sow the paddy 
seeds by broadcasting method which is known as buns. It takes 
pl ace in the month of June. They follow this system to avoid extra 
expenditure. Further, in the rainy season some lands receive much 
water and accumulates for a longer peiod. Thus prior to receiving 
regular rain, in such type of land they do buns or broadcasting the 
seeds. When the paddy plants grow more than six inches, once again 
they plough the land to weed away grasses that is called benuse. 

The broadcasting or buns is done in two ways. ff they do not get 
chance to broadcast seeds due to heavy rains, they foltow Kedue buns 
or chibuka buns. They cultivate th9 land h3ving water -in it and plain 
the land with leveller or patia. . Then they broadcast seeds, when there 
is water ;~ the land. They drain off water from the land after two or 
three days. 

In · he month of July-August the plants grow more than six inches. 
In these months the weeding operation is carried on. Most of __ them 
prefer to trans-plantation method. There is a saying that "ruen is thue" 
means, transplantation never cause crop failure. However, the short 
varieties of paddy are harvested in the months of -October and November. 
The Bada Dhan or long duration ~addy is harvested in the month of 
November-December, It is observed that majority abstain from second 
crop. Because there is no adequate irrigation facilities. Some of them 
produce vegetables during the summer. In the rainy season, besides 
paddy, other cereals, like raQi, maize etc. are also produced. These 
varieties of crops are produced more by those who live in hilly area 
compared to plain area. 

Pulses: · · 
They produce different kinds of pulses such as biri, moona, kutthl, 

kendut ahd jana. They broadcast black gram ( Biri) in the paddy field, 
The other pulses are grown in up land or bada. .Before sowing pulses 
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they plough tho land two or three times. After sowing or broadcasj] ng 
tho seeds they again plough the land to cover seeds. They harvest all 
the pulses in tho month of January and February. 

Oil Seeds: 

The important oil seeds grown by the Aduria Doms aro rasl (ti r), 
mustard and castor. The rasi and mustard seeds are sown ;n the 
upland or bada land after ploughing two times. But castor is grown in 
small scale. In the winter season (as Rabi crop) they produce til and 
mustard. 

Excepting few cases, most of them do not grow sugarcane. It 
grows in the sandy soil. Sandy type lands are situated near river. 
However, they grow local varieties of sugarcane, known as deride ekhu 
and kbor! danda. As it is a long duration crop they do not like to produce 
sugarcane. 

Vegetables: 

The vesetables are grown to some extent in the well manured 
uplands. Some vegetables grown bY Aduria Doms are brinjat, tomato, 
pumpkin, ladies-finger, onion, chilly, etc. 

The collection of grazing grass from the bank of the river lndravati is 
a secondary occupation which provides a good income to some families. 
Specially the women collect grass from the river bank and dump in 
bundles which are carried bY male members of the family to the nearby 
urban locality in head load and supply to the households of 
upper class people who rear cattle. They normally supply these grass 
regularly and get their price once in a week. FemaJe members, capable 
boys and girls are mostly engaged in this work. The average income per 
family per day by this grass business is around Rs. 6 to Rs. 10. On 
week end every household earns about Rs. 60 to Rs.70. Besides, they also 
rear milch eow or buffalo for which green fodder is given for better 
yield. 
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ANIMAL HUSBANDRY 

The Aduria Ooms do not give much importance on animal 
husbandrv as a gainful or income generating occupation. However, 
several households have kept cattle and poultry birds. Thnug h a few 
households have kept goats but they have no extraordinary interest in 
goat keeping. Some households have availed loan from I. T. D. A. for 
dairy unit and milch buffalo scheme and supply milk in tho nearby 
urbon f oca litv, 

Out of 4 7 surveyed households, in 20 households, live-stock number 
ing, 17 heads of cows, 16 heads of oxen and 57 heads of poultry birds 
reared. lt indicates that majority of households, i. e., 27 have no live stocks. 
Probably their low economic status comes on the way of cattle rearing 
as they can not spare much time and unable to bear more expense on 
cattle rearing. 

They follow traditional methods for agricultural operations. They 
use wooden plough for cultivation. They use oxen as draught 
animals. lt is found that gen er al health condition of cattle is not satis 
factory. The shortage of good variety of draught animals is a problem for 
efficient farming. But most of the households are landless thus they are 
not interestej to keep domestic animals, like. ox and buffalo. As they 
are conversant with the art of ploughing they can earn to the extent of 

· Rs. 1!~ or Rs. 20 per day, as they say. But rendering service as an agri 
cultural labour without own ploughing bullocks, the wage never exceeds 
Rs. 10 per day. Thus they may be supplied with good variety of plough 
with bullocks. · 

.. 

. - 
MANUAL LABOUR 

It is revealed from the present study of economic life of Aduria Dom 
that most of them depend on agriculture and wage-earning. In the 
rural area except to agricultural activities, there is no other tnajor 
source of income. Thus like their forefathers, ·the present generation 
also ekeo ut their livelihood by engaging in different 'kinds of manual 
labour, both in farm and non-farm activities. The maj9rity of them are 
landless and small farmers, which force them to do hard work whatever 
earning sources availahle in the rural area for their survival. 

/ 
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AGRICULTURAL LABOUR 

The major portion of their annual income is derived from 
agricultural labour. The study reveals that, out of total 108 working 
persons 72 persons have taken up this occupation as their main 
occupation and the rest 36 as subsidiary occupation. 

In the area, the agricultural labourers are categorised as Kuliarl 
(casual labourer), Masurl (contractua1 labourer for a month) and Kabadi or 
Khambari ( contractual labourer for a year). The Aduria Doms engage 
themselves in this way for earning their livelihood. All the above 
categories of taboures work in the house of well-to-do people. But the 
smau farmers can not keep Kabadi or Khamharl, thus they do farm 
work by Kulia or Masuri. Excepting the Kulla 611 other labourers take 
their remuneration at the week end. They get their remuneration in 
cash or kind. But the traditional method of measuring in Mana or 
Ada are still prevalent. They get their remuneration in kind which is 
given by Sahukars measuring in 'Mana or 'Ada'. 

The Kuliari or Kulla, a daHy or casual labourer engages himself in 
various activities on daily wages. For earning kuli or wage they work 
per a day or even for halt-a-dav. The casual labourers work is called 
Kull or Kulibhuti. They have no contract or obligation to a Sahukar. 
Thus, they render their services ve1y independently, However maximum 
number of workers a re Kulla or Kuliari. 

The 'Masari' works for a certain period, ln the busy agricutt~ral 
season, this type of I abourers are engaged in various agricultural 
activities of employers. Labourer who works for a month is known · as 
Masari. He works at least for a period of one month, but it is not 
binding upon them to work after serving for a period of one month. In 
general practice a masari works for a period of 5 to 6 months. For 
a employer, .. engaging a rnasari is more economical than casual labour. 
It is found that compared to casual labourer or kulia, a Masari takes 
less remuneration. 

Before starting · agricultural work the' land-lords keep 
rnasari for working in the field. So, they can not leave immediately 
and work till the end of busy agricultural season. If they work on the 
daily wages they can earn more, but this \type of engagement is not 
available always. Thus they prefer to work as Masari ·for continuity of . . 
work and earning. 
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The Kabadi or khambari is one kind of tobourer who works under 
o land-lord or landowner on a contract basis for a year. But in actue I 
practice the contract ends before 16 days of th r: compfetion of a year. 
In the month of Phaguna (February-March} after Dola Purnima Kebadi 
becomes free from his contract. For the next year he may or may not 
work in the house of same [and owner. This depends on the interest of 
both the land owner and kabadi. 

The work of a Kaba:J i is not restricted to agricultural activities 
and he also does domestic works. The Kahadi is bound to obey the 
order of his Sahukar in agricultural operations as well in other works. 

The wages and remunerations of the Kabadi or Khambari vary 
from village to village. The remuneration is paid weekly. Major 
portion of the remuneration is taken in kind by a Kabadi. But sometimes 
he also takes in the shape of cash. When a person wants to be 
engaged as a Kabadi, he takes advance from the land owner before 
starting of a new working year. This advance is recovered in instalments 
from Kabadi's weekly remuneration. In case he fails to work as Kabadi, the 
advance is collected back with interest. The minimum rate of interest is 
50 per cent but land owner may take more which depends on his will. 
Locally the advance is called baina. 

Generally, a Kabadi gets minimum of five to ten rnanas of paddy 
as wage for a week. One mana of paddy is · approximately equal to 
3 kg. The maria is also known as guti mana, Thus sometimes the 
'Kabadl' is also called guti. Those who are weak and below ·15 years 
of age get less remuneration i. e., 5 manas of paddy for a week. 
Sometimes they also take their remuneration in cash. 

.. 

Usually, a Kabadl gets more benefit than masari and Kuliari in 
·certain respects. Firstly, a Kabadi ·engages himself in work throughout 
the year. He is given cotton chadar in winter -and countrymade - 
umbrella in the rainy season. In the busy ag riculturaJ season he gets 
some money for 'rnodkhia' drinking liquor. Further, kanadis also get 
their remuneration even if they remain absent on certain occasions. If 
the Sahukar is satisfied with the kabadi for his work, he does not ask 

I 

to refund the advance money. - It happens when the advance money is 
of small amount. After ~arvesting they also get bonus, 2·5 manas 
of paddy for "Liakhia'. 
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The Kabadl works throughout the year. He works 8/9 hours per 
dav. excepting in busy agricultural season. In the busy agricultural 
season, a Kabadi works throughout the day, and in lunch break takes 
a little rest. Usually, the first shift work of a Kabadi starts at 7 A. M. 
and continues till 12 noon or 1 P. M. In the afternoon he works again 
from 2·30 or 3 P. M. to 6 P. M. But in the past the work used to 
start at 6 P. M. Now this situation has changed. 

Compared to Kabadi or khambari, the Kuliari and Masari do not 
work throughout, the year. A daily or casual labour gets Rs. 7·00 to Rs. 
10·00 per day as dailv wages. The Masari receives 10 to 12 manas of 
paddy per week. But their engagement is of short duration and after 
busy agricultural season they remain without any engagement. On the 
otherhand Kabadi continues his work for a year. He faces no difficulty 
for maintaining his family. . 

MISCELLANEOUS ACTIVITIES 

Besides the economic activities pertaining to agriculture, the Aduria 
Doms engage themselves in miscellaneous activities for earning their 
livelihood. ln the rural area, they get e(1Qagement adequately only 
during the busy agricultural season. After this period they have to 
resort to different economic activities. 

In the study village, only 9 persons have adopted non-farm activities. 
The number of persons engaged is one, in each small business rope 
making Rickshawpulling and begging one each, and two in cattle herding. 
There are two persons serving as electrician and watchman in the 
Mangalam timber. The main occupation of other two persons is wage 
earning in the Mangalam timber. The general observation in the area 
regarding economic activities of the Aduria Dom community reveals that, 
they have also adopted various pursuits to eke out their living. The 
condition of employment in the rural area, is instable which drive them 
to occupational mobility of workers. 

In the stack seasons when they do not get engagement; they 
work under I ocai contractors in construction and maintenance of roads, 
buildings, bridges, dams and canals or engage themselves in earthwork. 
In the area some of Aduria Dom are also engaged in semi-skilled works 
such as, tile making, carpentry, mat-making, brick making, transport and 
carriage masonary and small business. It is found that excepting major 
economic activities, they also do miscellaneous works to supplement 
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their i.1c0:-n ). Thoso w:,~ tive in an 1 around forest area collect fruits, 
roots, 1eaJes, tubera. fire wood and other minor forest produce for 
consumption. Sometimes they also sale these produces in noarbv villages 
and towns. The Adurlas occasionally catch fish from the nearby rivers and 
tanks. They use locally made nets and fishing rods and various traps 
made of bamboo. They catch mainly for their consumption and rarely 
they sale the catch. 

Their earning out of drum-beating is very occasional and restricted 
to rituals and festivals. The music party is known as Mela or 'Baja Mela' 
in which they use musical instruments, like tamaka, tudubudi, dhola and 
mairi (Pipe organ). In religious functions they use Naqara or Nagar Baja 
including tudubudl and rnciri, Women work as midwives and get clothes 
and cash for their service. During r.ost-deliverv period, the advice of 
midwite is necessary for keeping both mother and children in good health. 

In the rural area, wages and employment situation is not up to the 
mark. They do not get ample opportunities for occupational mobility. 
As their economic status is low and educational attainment is not 
satisfactory shifting from the traditional occupation is vety rare. 

tn the study village, quite a small number of persons engage in 
Rickshaw pulling, rcpe-makins. small business, service and labourer 
excepting agricultural activities. The following table throws light on 
the income of the Aduria Dom from various economic activltiest+- 

"! 

I 
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The tnble shows that rickshaw pulling fetches highest 
income white drum-beating and ropo-rnakinq fetch lowest income. 
Most of them are also interested to adopt rickshaw pulling. Thus, if 
thoy arc supplied with rickshaw at subsidised rate, they can earn more 
nnd make them capable of crossing the poverty line. 

DIVISION OF LABOUR AND CO-OPERATION 

In tho Aduria Dom society both men and women work hard for 
their survival, Gonerally men do hard work compared to women. 

Thoy get up early in the morning and get ready to do their 
daily routine work. They clean their teeth With twigs and wash their 
face. After breakfast they go to working field. Now-a-days they go 
to working place after taking only morning tea. But they were takin 
rice-water (Pakhala) in the past before going to work. WhHe going 
to the field they take with them some rice, onion or chilly etc. to eat 
at the break of the work (i. e. at 9-10 a. m.}. If their work place 
is nearer, Wives or children carry food. 

~ I 

Works, like cleaning of the house, courtyard, cattleshsd, and 
cleaning of utensils, fetching water, husking paddy and cooking food 
are the major household works of the women. 

For wage earning they work in the field for the whole day without 
coming back home. They make necessary arrangements for food and 
rest for a while. Men plough and level the agricultura I land while 
women transplant the seedlings and do the weeding. Both men and 
women take part in the harvesting and their children collect fire wood 
(Jhoort), dry leaves and cowduno for the purpose of fuel. In the 
evening they return back home from working field. They wash their 
legs and hands and sit on the verandah with others to discuss. In the 
meanwhile they smoke Bidi/Picca, and .discuss about the next days 
work. Most of the male persons drink Mohuli for relaxation from whole 
days hard work. During this time women are busy for preparing food 
and doing other household works. They take their evening meals after 
7·30 P. M. Men and children take food fitst in every family, then all go 
to bed after 8 P. M. 

In the Aduria Dom society women always co-operate with men 
in their day to day life. 

' ' 
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Budget 
The Aduria Dom community is one of the lowest income groups 

in the area and they spend major portion of their income for maintaining 
their l ivolihood. Thus they [aad a life of hand to mouth. Spending on 
luxurious and comfortable items is a dream for them. In general, 
major portion of their earning comes from agricultural Iobour and 
cultivation, earning in skilled labour, service and other pursuits are 
limited. As a result they fail to earn required amount for maintenance 
of family. Thus their annual income varies as per occupation and 
other engagements. For this purpose a table isgiven below to know 
income range of study village, Kusumi. 
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Tho ~nafysls of tho above table shows thst out of total 47 house 
holds, 35 households work ~s agricultural tcbcurer, which is maximum. 
Further, 35 households comprising 141 (74 per cent) cf th') tot_al 
population which is 190, tn this cvtegory, 15 housohotds com · within 
th, income range of Rs. 2,001 ·oo to Rs. 4,000·00 and 16 nousoholds 
in between Rs. 4,001 '00 to RS. 6,400·00. Maximum number of houste 
holds i. e. 22 r' m rin within the income range of Rs. 4,0oO·oO to 
6,400'00 and n-xt 18 households within the income ranga of 
Rs. 2,000·00 to Rs. 4,000·00. The IP.ble revoAls that 91 '14 per cent 
or (43 Nos.) of the households are below poverty line ar d 8'86 par 
cent or onlY 4 households have crossad poverty line. The Number of 
h ous )ho Ids who have crossed poverty line is 2 working as := gricutturaf 
labourer. 

In brief, the first three income groups spend nearly 68 per 
cent of their income on food. The four households of higher income 
group also spend almost same proportion. Thus, the spending amount 
on food of alt four income groups have no much variation. Especially, 
in the rural area, variation in Income tevel never affects their spending 
propensity on food. The annual income does not increase unexpectedly. 

Expenditure on the items, like clothing, rituals and ceremonies, 
constructions, repair and maintenance of houses, treatment of various 
diseases, etc., are met by spending 22 to 27 per cent of total income. 
However, they spend less in medicines compared to all the above 
items. 

For light and fuel they have to spend between 1 per cent and 2 per 
cent. There is acute shortage of fuel-wood due to destruction of forest 
area, thus spending on fuel is increasing. At present, they manage by 
collecting dry branches and leaves of trees, fire sticks from 
bushes and especially cow dung. But those who live in the forest 
area adjacent to forest, find no problem for fire-wood. 

The Aduria Doms spend reasonable amount on clothings. The 
expenditure on dress comes next to food, though most of them use 
cheap and coarse type of clothes. Excet t school goi,19 children . ' , 
others manage with whatever clothings are available. However, for 
Purchasing clothinqs for men and women, they have to face alot of 
difficulty. In the area, the cost of an ordinary saree varies from 
Rs. 55 to Rs. 75 and short dhoti Rs. 25 to Rs. 40. But most of the 
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time younger generation use lunols which costs minimum Rs. 25. 
Further, during socio-reliqious occasions they hove to boar expenditure 
which increase their burden. Tiley wear new clothes on occasions like, 
Chait Pareb, Nuakhle. Pus punei and marriage. They also entortnln 
Quests with feast and drink, as o result expenditure goes beyond their 
income especially, while performing marriage and death rituats which 
become a sudden burden on them and which force them to bo indebted 
with the I ocal money lenders. 

In the following table income and expenditure of Aduria Dom 
house holds are given. Comparative analysis of this will slve a clear 
picture of deficit and surplus budget of the families. 

Economic Status of Aduria Dom Households in Different 
Income Groups 

Income Distribution of households according to the nature 
sroups of their income and expenditure 

Deficit Balance Surplus 'total No. of .~ •• 
expend it- income income Household 
ure exceed- and ex- exceeding 
ing income penditure the oxpen- 

♦

maintaining diture 
same 

(1) {2) (3) (4) {5) 

1. below 3 . . . . 3 
Rs. 2,000 

2. Rs. 2,000 to 10 
Rs. 4,000 

3. Rs. 4,000 to 12 
Rs. 6,400 

4. Above 
Rs. 6,400 

7 1 18 

8 2 22 

.. 1 3 4 

Total 25 16 6 47 

(34·os%) (12 ·76% c100·00) 
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The above table shows that out- of total 47 households 25 or 53·19 
per cent of households arc under deficit budget. It indicates that 
whatever they earn Is not adequate, which force them to incur loans to 
meet various expenses. Except the highest income group, most of the 
f amities from other three tncomo groups are affected by deficit budget. 

However, 16 (34·04 per cent) households belong to bala need group 
in which they manage their family within' their income. But, there is 
no household of first income group in balanced column. The rest six 
households ( or 12·76 per cent H. H.) come from tast three groups 
having surplus budget of which three households belong to highest 
income group. The analysis reveals that' less income of a family 

increases the deficit burden. 
Indebtedness 

It is found in the previous table that majority of the households are 
under deficit and the circumstances force them to incur debt. The 
following table shows the distribution of indebted households of 
different income groups and their extent of debts. 
Distribution of Indebted Householdsi n Various Income Groups 
and extent of present Debts. · 

Income Total No. Nos. of Tota I amount Average a mount 

groups of surveyed indebted of present of debt per 

(Annual) households households debts households 

in each group {in Rs.) (in Rs.) 

(1) (2) (3) I (4) {5) 

1. Befow 3 2 1,020 510 

Rs. 2,000 
2. Rs. 2,001 18 11 3,762 342 

to 
Rs. 4,000 

3. Rs 4,001 22 8 2,384 298 

to 
Rs. 6,400 

4. Above 4 . . .. .. 
Rs. 6,400 

. 

Total 47 21 1,,66 341·23 
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The above table reveafs that out of total number of 47 househotds, 
21 households (44·68 per cent) are Indebted. The totat amount of loan 
is Rs. 7, 166 and on an average indebtedness per households comes to 
Rs. 341·23. Further, analysis of the table shows that when the 
income is less deficit Is more. For instance, two househ91ds who earn 
befow Rs. 2,000 per annum on an average their roan crnout is 
Rs. 510. But in the 2nd and 3rd groups the indebted households are 
11 (61 ·11 per cent, and 8)36·36 per cent respectively, out of total 18 
and 22 households on an average their loan is Rs. 342 per household 
in the second group While it is Rs. 298.00 in the 3rd group. There is 
no household indebted in the highest income Qroups. Thus, the fact 
highlights that comparativetv the lowest income group mare incurring 
loan which is Rs.510·00 per household, They incur loan to meet various 
expenses. There are number of causes which force them to indebted 
ness. In most of the cases loans have been taken due to following 
reasons:- 

1. For meeting_ basfc requirements like, food, clothing etc. they 
fncur roan. 

2. For cultlvatlon purpose. 

3. To meet expense on socio-religious ceremonies, like birth, 
death, marriage, and communal festivals. 

4. For construction of house. 

6. ·Drinking habl~ Increases monetary problem. 
8. For treatment .of diseases. 

The "following table shows·the distribution of indebted househotds 
in different income groups. 

Causes of Number of indebted families in the income groups 
indebtedness below Rs.2001 Rs.4,001 Above Total 

Rs.2000 to to Rs.6,000 
Rs.4000 Rs.6,000 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
1. Household .. 1 4 2 ♦ ♦ 7 consumption 

requirement 
2. Cultivation . , " '• . . 1 1 •• 2 
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Causes of Number of 'indebted familios in the income groups 
indebtedness below Rs.2001 RS.4,001 Above Total 

RS.2000 to to RS.6,090 
Rs.4000 As.6,000 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (6) (6) 

3. For socio- . . 1 1 2 .. 4 
religious 
ceremonies 

4. Construction .. . . 1 1 .. 2 
of house 

5. Drinking habit .. 2 1 . .. 3 

6. Treatment of .. . . 2 1 • • 3 
diseases. 

~ Total 2 11 8 21 .. . . 
l n the study village it was found that, loan incurred for any 

specific purpose was also -utilised for various purposes. Those who 
have regular drinking habit .spend.some portion of their earning on 
drinki nQ. Thus it leads them to incur loan for maintenance 
of family. 

Most of the indebted families incur loan from the local money 
fenders with a high rate . of interest. .Somo tlrnes, they mortgage 
ornaments for getting the loan. The rate of interest is very · high and 
often it is charged at the rate of 100% to ·120%. They .avall loan from 
Government agencies rarely since documentation and. sanction of ~loan 

\ . 
Put them in difficulty. 
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CHAPTER - V 

SOCIO-RELIGIOUS LIFE 

Tho Aduria Doms know that human life starts with birth 
and ends in death. After birth, everybody has to perform duties 
and leave this material world after death. They believe that, God i 
the creator of this universe and different creatures, of which human 
beings are part of it. Thus, He is Almighty according to whose wishes 
everything happens in the universe including birth and death. He 
sends us to this earth for performing certain duties and calls back 
after completing it. They observe various life cycle rituals, such as 
child birth, puberty, marriage and death. 

.. 

Conception : 
The Aduria Doms are well aware of the fact that, the conception 

occurs out of sexual intercourse between male and female. The 
child grow inside the woman's womb till fully developed and 
thereafter the child is born. They compare semen with seed and • 
ovary with fertile land. Thus if seed is properly sown at right 
time in the fertile land, conception occurs. However, they do 
not have clear idea about the entire process inside mother's womb 
before birth of an infant. But they say that, if the menstrual blood 
flowing stops, they ensured of child growing in the womb of the 
women. They also know it from certain outward symptoms. According 
to them a mass of flesh is formed inside mother's womb. Gradually the 
mass of flesh develops into the shape of human body. After the 
formation of the body, life enters into it. Then tt begins movement 
inside the mothers womb. Generally growing child inside womb 
becomes fit only after nine months. Thus after nine months delivery 
takes place at any time. 

Birth in their society is one of the happiest events. The main 
objective of marriage is not only confined to have sexual satisfaction, 
but also to get a child. If the child is not born within the five years of 
marriage, usually the women is considered responsible for it• 
Thus the husband has right to divorce the wife and get another wife. 
He can also bring second wife without divorcing the first one. 
lf the child Is not born both husband and wife accuse each other 
which leads separation, then both can get remarried somewhere. 
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Specialty for divorced women on sterility ground the question of 
remarriage is difficult task. In their society barren women is looked 
down upon. Barren women are considered inauspicious and they do 
not look at the face of such women while going on important work 
utside, as it may bring bad result. They believe that, barren women 
ossess occult powers, like charms, evil eye etc. Thus they avoid the 

presence of barren women during socio-religious ceremonies. 

The motherhood is respected in the society. Both male and female 
children are treated equally as sons and daughters are both earning 
members of the family. They support their family in various economic 
activities. Further a girl brings prestige to her parents by her bride 
price and a son helps them at old age and perpetuate the family line. 

They believe that the reasons of temporary steritilv in women and 
other problems concerning conception and child birth are mainly due 
to bad impact of supernatural powers such as evil-eye, witch craft, 

~ black magic, malevolent spirits and often by displeasure of the deities 
nd ancestral spirits. ln cases like miscarriage, still birth difficult 

labour and infant mortality they consult with the Disari, Sira, and 
sometimes astrologer for diagonising the causes so that effective 
measures can be taken. After such attempts if the result is not good, 
they consider the supernatural agencies to be more powerful. They also 
believe that physical weakness also brings temporary or permanent 
sterility. However, in these cases they consult the Vaidya or the Kavlra] 
for treatment. Usually they do not consult with doctors on sterility 
ground but consider it as their fate. However, during difficult delivery 
they go to hospita I for treatment. 'They contact Dtseri, Sira, or loca I 
Vaida or Vaidya in problems concerning conception. After a I l type 
of treatment if they fail, it is confirmed as permanent sterility. They atso 
believe that, sterility is also caused by suffering from severe illness. 

Now-a-days some Aduria Dom who have realised the problems of 
big family have adopted modern contraceptive measures. There are also 
indigenous contraceptive practices in the society. These measures 
include periodic abstinence and use of herbal medicines. Till today 
they depend to a great extent on traditional practitioners .such as, 
mid-wives for smooth delivery of the child or for abortions. But inspite 
of their poor economic condition, most of them desire for having more 
children. Thus practically, they do not take any measure for limiting 
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the number of chltdron. However, diseases, starvation, miscarriage, 
physical defeclencles t. 1ft infont mortality etc. which are beyond their 
control, operate 3S n~.tural factors for family planning. They say that 
conception never be occured without the blessings of God. A pregnant 
women has to observe a number of taboos. Especia11y a woman who 
is going to face first detlverv receive advise from experienced women 
in connection with various ta boos. They believe that for the welt-being 
of both would be mother and child, one should observe all the taboos. 
A µreonant woman should not eat excess chilly, oil or s~•ices with food. 
The S~ale rice (basi po khat), meat of dead animals and liquor are not 
advisable. The a bovo food and drink may lead to deformity of child 
or miscarrlaue. They further a void twin bananas and joint vegetables 
and tubers. They botivo by eating these, she may give birth twins. She 
is also not a I lowed to sat meat of sacrificed animals and birds. 

On the other hand her desire, for eating various foods begins 
immediately after conception. They believe that a pregnant women's 
<.Jesires are of the child inside. the womb. If she is not provided with 
her choice food items, unborn child may be seriously affected. Thus •• 
they immediately ful-fil pregnant women's desired food. 
Sometime she expreses her willingness to certain types of food from 
a particular family. In this situations nobody refuses to provide her 
with desired food. She also gets sweets, cakes (pltha), chakuli and 
other favourite dishes from her parent's house. 

In the eany stages of the conception a woman normally attends 
to indoor and outdoor works. But at the advanced stage she gradually 
stops hard work. Doing hard work and rifting heavy objects may 
cause abortion or bring problem for smooth delivery. Thus she is 
allowed to take utmost care during advanced stage of pregnancy. She 
is advised by elderly women and relatives not to do works, like digging 
or carrying heavv objects, climbing high Pfaces, walking long distance 
and husking paddy etc. They believe that sexual intercourse upto - 
seven months of pregnancy helps the child inside womb for a better 
growth. Afrer seven months of pregnancy intercourse is stopped as at 
this stage it may be harmful for the child as well as the mother. 

Accordinq to their bellet, evil ·eye, evil spirits, supernatural elements 
and celestial bodies can easily bring about problems for a pregnant 
woman. Their bad influence on such type of woman may cause 
miscarriage, deformlty, · acute labour pain, even death etc. Thus, 
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keep away bad influences. prevondve measures are taken fn 
advance. The f)r<>g,1an:· woman ;s tabooed for doing certain types of 
,.ctivities such as attending birth, death and commune I rituals, wandering 
dudng night, Qoing atone to temples, shrines, ponds, and rivers, 
climbing on a leader, sitting on grinding stones or threshold, crossing 
upon earthen pot, broom stick, a rope, steeping dog and so on. After 
au, her freedom of movement is checked by many taboos and 
restrictions. She is never allowed to go to burial ground, Whenever 
she goes out, relatives and frionds accompany her. Further, seeing 
animals or birds, devouring a corpse end funeral pyre may be 
harmful for her. She is tabooed to witness solar and lunar eclipses, 
as thoy cause deformity to the child. Sometimes the pregnant 
woman wears magical threads of red or black colour to avoid evil 
effect. The jockets, fetishes, copper coins etc. are worn by the 
pregnant women tfed up with threads. Those objects are available 
from witch doctors, saints or prIests. They atso keep iron knives 
and broom sticks near or under bed which keeps away the 

•. evil spirits during sleep. The women and her relatives often make 
promise to offer sacrifices to ensure the smooth delivery of the 
child. But the ladies of younger generation, do not !fke to follow 
old practices considering them as superstitious . 

According to them the sex of the child is fixed inside mother's 
womb once for all · is unchanaable. But to know the sex 
of child observing certain symptoms and signs of a women, they can 
predict to some extent. For example, if the women looks very 
beautiful, the surface of belly looks round in shape, th<;y presume 
that there is a g;rl-child inside the womb. When there is a male 
child inside the womb the woman appears not to be so beautiful. 
Further a pregnant woman prefers to eat more chilly for a male child 
and .Pickles or. sour type of edibles for girl-child. However, early 
delivery without having much predetivery pains are indications of a 

.., mate child. 

The Aduria Dom women take part in routine activities till the 
advanced stage. When the pre-birth pain becomes acute and unbearable 
she becomes inactive. They can not take rest without doing any work 
due to their low economic status. At times, delivary occurs while 
working in the fields. It happens because, they can not ascertain 
right time of child birth by calculation. During advanced stage of 
pregnancy, some symptoms, such a, awetUng ef lower abdomen, 

I 

I 
I 



feeling of the movement of the baby inside tho womb, feeling of 
pain around the waist, paleness of the skin and body, are met with 
when they come across a cuteness of these signs, they do normal work 
and as a result delivery takes place. 

The birth 
The Adurias make certain arrangement in advance before the 

child birth as it is considered a life crisis. For handling delivery 
cases smoothly they require the service of elderly and experienced 
women, relatives and neighbours. There is no professiona I midwif 
to render this type of service, There is no problem to dea I with 
norma I delivery cases. 

When acute labour pain starts and the birth is about to take 
place, only a few elderly women attend upon the expectant mother. 
During delivery, men, children and young girfs are not permitted to 
remain present in the labour room. During delivery the woman 
is made to sit down on the ground, leaning back-wards. An eldenv 
female remains at the lateral side or back side of expectant mother for 
support. Another woman remain present in front of her to renders help. 
In the meanwhile, the midwife messages the expectant mother for 
relief from acute labour pain. Soon after the child birth, they inform 
the persons waiting outside. If the child is male there is a tradition 
of beating with bamboo stick on the slope of a roof. Any person 
can bsat three times on the roof. It i5 done because the new born 
male child is important f0r the perpetuation of their lineage (bansa), 

lr the meanwhile, the umbilical cord of the new born child is 
tied up with a piece of thread and then cut by a midwife. There, they 
apply turmeric paste to save from infection. The child is bathed with tepid 
water in which they mix; turmeric paste. For cutting of umblical cord 
they use iron knife or cl piece of broken earthenware Pot (Khapare). .. 
Now-a-days they us} blade of stainless steer for this purpose. The 
mother is cleaned by the midwife. The child is massaged with oil and 
during bath turmeric paste is applied regularly on the body. Th 
umblica I cord is· buried at the back-yard or near the house. With the 
umbilica I cord they bu:y piacos of broken earthenware pots to save it from 
vii effect. According to them, the stump of umbilical cord dries off 
after seven days. After it drops down, this is given to a cow in a leaf 
plate· which is' added with; rice 'and grass. They believe that, it would be 
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.. 
good for a child if the cow oats the stump of umblica f cord. After 
birth the child is given honey ( Mn hu) or a few drops of molasses 
water, so that he learns to suck. Some drops of mothers milk is also 
ut in the mouth of the child. Gradually the child is allowed to tek 

milk from mothers breast. on the other hand tho mother is not allowed to 
oat too much food for three days as it is harmful for both mother and 
the child. After three days sho is nllowed to eat food regularly. But 
she is not given non-vegetarian diet at toast for one month. 

Hair cutting and narna giving : 
They do not observe the first hair cutting or name giving 

ceremonies. Thero are no appointed or fixed dates for the 
purpose. In some households they observe the name giving ceremony 
which is held on the z tst day. When they consult with the astrologer 
(panjikar) he is paid Rs. 5 to 1 o for the selection of name. Sometimes 
they also contact the Di sari of other communities for name giving. There 
are also some cases who give name to their children without contacting 
pundit or Disari. They can not get the services of Bhandari or barber 
as Ad uria Dom is a low caste. The man in their own caste-group who 
knows the work of hair-cutting performs this. For his service he gets 
remuneration. Especially during first hair cutting he gets more 
remuneration. There is no fixed remuneration. ft depends on the 
capability of a person. However, he gets at least Rs. 2, some salt. 
chilly, da I, tamarind and 1 kg. of rice ( 1 ½ add a) after rendering the 
service of barber. Further there are no rituals associated with the ear 
and nose-piercing. 

Child rearing: 

It is apt to note the chi Id rearl ng practi ces and the process of 
socialisation among the Aduria Doms. fhe nourishment, care and 
training of children are essential in any society. A child atleast for the 

~. first six months rely on breast feeding which is supplemented with 
milk of cow, gruel and boiled and diluted arrowroots. After 
six months the child is given semi-solid foods, like par-boiled rice, 
boiled vegetables without spices, dal etc. After a bout one year, the 
child is given solid diet. There is no fixed time or routine for breast 
feeding. The child cries whenever feels hungry and the mother 
nourrshes through breast feeding. In the absence of mother the 
attendant takes care of the child. Sometimes neighbouring women 
allow breast-feeding and stops the child from ·crying. 

/ 
I 
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When a baby cries incessantly and do not eat any kind of food, 
they believe that it is effect of evil-oyes. The Disari is consulted for 
necossarv remedial measures. He gives herbal medicine for the child. 
Further in the evening to get rid of the 'dristi' or najor, the child's 
mother or father hotdlns a pinch of salt and chilly in hand and touching 
on the head of the child for three or seven times th rows it into the 
burning hearth. Another cause of child crying is that, when the 
village deity Budhi Thakut ani Plays with the child. They offer sacrifies 
to Budhi Thakurani not to disturb the child. Further, to drive away 
the impact of evil eyes or spirits, they practice 'Nimisa' with the 
help of Disarl. The Nimisa is a ritual to drive away evil powers 
affecting any person. In a leaf cup they put some rice, dal and curry 
which is touched by the child, after chanting of mantras by Disari 
any person takes this leaf cup to ... a distant place and keeps it at the 
cross roads. Then he returns back home without looking back. 

Gradually within six months child learns to crawl, with the 
advancing of months he is taught to sit down. After attaining tenth 
month the child is able to sit down and move with the help of knees 
and hands. When the child is one Year old or so, he learns to stand 
and walk slowly. ln this process parents, refativ.es and even neighbour 
help the child by teaching and helping. When the child moves freely 
here and there, especially the parents keep close watch on the child 
test it should fall and sustain injury. At this stage the child eats 
earth, catch insects or harmful objects. Thus child's movement and 
action are watched and checked whenever necessary. · 

When the child is two years old it gives up breast feeding. In few 
cases children continue breast feeding upto 3/4 years. But parents 
try to stop breast feeding by giving the baby often solid food. As 
after 2/3 years child responds or listen to what their parents and elders 
say and do follow them in different activities. Gradually, children are 
taught to have proper toilet habits. The child is treated with love and 
affection. When the child cries or utters such words others understand 
and treat accordingly. · Children usually remain naked up to the age of 
four years. After four years especially the female children are taught 
to wear torned pieces of cloth or napkins. Now-a-days small children 
taught to wear small chaddi or Jangia which are available in the local 
market. Further~ a 'Anta-suta' (btack or red coloured thread) is tied 
around the waist. They believe that wearing of this thread would 
resist impact of evil spirits. 

••• 
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Childhood: 

At tho age of three to four years the child is able to remember and 
;:.. understand to some extent. As a result curiosity and interest arises in 

child's mind. The child is able to learn from others at this phase 
of life. · 

He is slowly trained to respect and obey his elders. In the 
beginning he is taught manners with love and affection. He expects 
affection, kindness and friendliness from his fellow members. 
Thus the elders try to manipulate chitd's disturbing activities in such a 
manner that, he gets no reaction. He learns some thing out of it. The 
parents and elders try to fulfil his hunger by providing sufficient food. 
If the activities of tho child is not desirable elders try to control him. 
The child learns by imitating his/her parents and also performs certain 
activities independently. The day to day activities in the home and 
outside and curiosity for doing the same have impact on the child's 
mind. Gradually he develops independent thinking and self 
consciousness. The child learns to obey and shows respect to elders, 
along with how to speak and behave in the society and family. 

He receives instructions and observes the work of elders and 
gradually helps his elders. The boys often go to asrlcutturat fields 
with their elders, where they learn various agricultural activities. The act 
of drum beating with rythm is also learnt by the youngsters. The girls 
render help to their mothers in domestic works. They also collect fuels 
with their mothers. It is not only learning process but also a 
sort of assistance to elders. 

•... 

l n the Aduria Dom society both boys and girls after attaining age 
of 12-14 years engage themselves in various economic activities. A girl 
up to her marriage renders necessary support to her parents. Thus parents 
and elders encourage and impart training which becomes helpful give to 
them in economic pursuits in future. 

As in other societies the Aduria Dom child learns initially at the 
family stage and is socialised through various institutions and groups_ 
When the parents go out for work, their children are looked after by 
grand-father or grand-mother or by any other non•working members of 
the family. Thus a child learns reciprocity of love and affection. 
Further the paternal uncle or maternal uncle also take care of the child, 
if his parents die untimely. 
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But in tho multi-caste village if tho higher castes hamlets are found 
nearby their sett1eo1ent, the social environment is of different typo. 
After a child becomes conscious of his social status, it brings a lot of ..,j 

problorn to him. As he can not play or mix with children of higher 
castes it develops inferiority complex in the mind of the child. The 
social discrimination remains active in his mind which hampers child's 
development. 

Puberty: 
The Aduria Dom girls attain puberty at the age of twelve years or 

thereafter. After this event, automatically the girls are considered as 
adult members of the community and are fit for marriage. The attainment 
of puberty of a boy is passed unnoticed by the community. However at 
the age, of 13/14 years spots are found on the face of a boy which is 
known as bayasa photoka. It is considered as the sign of attain 
ment of puberty. When a girl faces the first course of menstruation, 
she immediately informs her mother or elder sister. The information 
spreads among other. The attainment of puberty of a girt is called ,. 
"bada [hia". It means she has become grown up. This is a turning 
point in the life cycle of a female. 

After attaining first menstruation, a girl remains under pollution for 
seven/nine days. In this period, she is not allowed to touch physically 
anybody. Because it is considered as unclean and her touch pollutes 
others. She spends that period in seclusion. She tries to conceal herself 
and keeps away from others. 

As per the custom, during this period she takes regular bath using 
oil and turmeric paste. Now a days they also use soap. But she is not 
allowed to comb her hair during that period. She is not allowed to do 
any type of work in the house or outside. Especially touching food 
materials, entering into kitchen etc. are tabooed. She sleeps on the 
ground without any mat. She goes outside only to attend calls of 
nature. At night while going outside she is accompanied by somebody 
as going alone is strictly tabooed. Aduria dom believes that this period 
is favourable for evil spirits and powers to enter into the body of a girl 
very easily. Further going to other villages attending any religious 
ceremony, visiting temples and shrines and worshiping deties are 
restricted for her. She is slso prohibited to take food after sunset. On 
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the day of the termination of pollution she is taken to a pond, river, 
stream or well for taking bath. The clothes used by her are washed by 

~ herself as they can not get the services of washermen. Now-a-days 
, they also use soap for both bathing and washing clothes. They use 

turmeric paste and #anta' paste on the head, hair during purificatorv bath. 
After bath she wears new saree and returns home. Then she is allowed 
to perform her normal works. 

Marriage: 

The marriage is the most remarkable event in the life of the Aduria 
Dom as it terminates the bachelorhood and a person is regarded as a 
responsible member of the community. Besides biological urge of sex 
satisficatlon, marriage assures the perpetuation of their community and 
brings status to a person in the society. The marriage further assures 
the man and his wife to perform rituals for the appeasement of ancestral 
cults and other deities. Further, marriage also leads to formation of 
fami IY for economic co-operation. 

Basic Principles and types of Marriage: 

Before a marriage takes place they consider various factors like the 
clans of the marrying partners, generational status, degrees of preference 
and prohibition etc. When a person atteins marriageable age, his parents 
make necessary arrangements to get a bride for his son. However, the 
following aspects are taken into account before a marriage is finalised. 

The Aduria Doms are divided into a number of exogamous 
groups or units known as 1'bansh''. They consider that, members 
belonging to the same "bansh" have common mythical ancestors. They 
are brothers and sisters and ostablishinq matrimonial relationships within 
the ','bansh" is considered sinful. Therefore the rules of '1Bansh" 
exogamy is strictly followed. Besides "bansh" exogamy they also take 
into consideration generation status of marrying mates. Each bansh is 
exogamous. Thus prior to establishing marital relationship they consider 
the bansh as we]] as existing relationship from all sides. 

The age factor also Plays an important role in any type of marriage. 
According to them, a wife should be younger than her husband. In case 
a wife is elder than the husband the latter may suffer. They usually 
select a bride younger than the bride-groom. 
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Further in arranoed marriage they take the help of Pundit or 
Astrologer to determine the auspiciousness of marriage_ In case the 
union appears to be inauspicious they cancel the proposal. They also 
take into consideration of health condition of both bride and 
bridegroom. 

In case of Preferential type of marriage they take the consent of 
both the boy and girl before finalisation of marriage. Various forms of 
marriage, such as cross-cousin marriage, levitate and sororats are 
prcvarent in their society. 

The Adurlas usually prefer to select mates from other villages but 
village exogamy ;s not followed strictly. The bansa is strictly 
exogamous. It is found that marriage inside the. village is very rare. 

The Aduria as a caste group is endogamous. They do not allow 
anybody to marry from a lower caste. Traditionally the Ghasi, ManQali 
and Relli are regarded s inferior to them. The marriage with other caste 
groups Jeads to excommunication. For readmission into the caste, 
penalty is imposed by Caste-council and thereafter purificatorv rituals 
are followed by this guilty. In case of female, the customs are different 
and during her visit to her parents she has to stay outside the house. 
r n the recent Past they had no marital linkage with the Odiya Dom or 
Domb Caste-groups. The Odiya Dom are traditionally superior to the 
Aduria Dom. . 

The monogamy is the rule in their society. But there is no 
restriction for Polygynous marriages. If a person has capability to 
maintain more than one wife, there is no restriction in their society. 
But from the economic Point of view most of them prefer monogamous 
marriage. It is not so easy to bring a second wife when the first one 
is alive. He must take consent of the first wife to keep another wife. 
Under the different circumstances, like death, divorce, sterility or - 
disability of the first wife, a man is permitted to marry again in which 
he has to spend less compared to the first marriage. 

The post-pubescent marriage is a common practice. The age at 
marriage for a male is 18 years whereas for a female it is 14 years. 
According to them a girl is fit for marriage after attaining puberty. The 
pre-pubescent marriage is not Practised in the society. In the recent 
past pre- pubescent marriage was Practised by well to do households. 
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The leviration is Prevalent in their society. But all the widow 
remarriages are not the tevlratc type. A man mav marry the wife of his 
deceased older brother if he so desires. Thus it is opt;onal. By 
marrying the etdor brother's wife (widow}, one has to pay no bride 
Price. The Younger brother inherits au the property of his deceased 
eldGr brother. ln case the deceased person's younger brother refuse to 
marry the widow, she can be remarried to anybody else in the village. 

According to their customs the elder brother cannot marry the widow 
of his deceased younger brother as it comes under avoidance relationship. 
They observe no special rites in a widow remarriage. It is performed 
in very simple manner in which a man has to spend less. ln this simple 
ceremony relation from either side and some vii lage1 s act as witnesses 
when the bridegroom accepts the widow as wife. The groom entertains 
the villagers with food and liquor. Tho remarriage of widow is 
celebrated in the bride's house. After some formalities he brings the 
bride to his house and puts vermilion mark on the forehead of bride and 
they sit on the mat together. They Plead for widow remarriaqe for 
various socio .. economic considerations. The arrangement assures the 
widow for maintena nee and a tso for social order through regufation of 
sex. The widow remarriage is called "randi bibha" in their society. 
In case the relations of both parties in widow remarriage do not agree 
and they elope for remarriage, the matter comes to the purview of the 
caste council. The caste panchavet usually imposes cash fine as 
penalty. The penalty varies from time to time and place to place. 
However, it was 9 Mana of rice (about 27 Kqs.) exc1Jding expenditure for 
drinking liquor. The expenditure imposed on the persons is about 
Rs. 200 to 300. All kinds of widow remarriages require approval of 
the caste oanchayat as well as relatives. The marriage with wife's 
younger sister or Sali is prevalent in the Aduria Dom society. 

Love marriage is also prevalent in their society. In this type of 
marriage if parents of either side agree upon it, it is held ceremoniously. 
Objection from any side may bring a number of problems for establi 
shing marriage. At times the lovers msv elope away. Then this 
matter is refered to the caste Panchavat. The caste Panchavat decides 
the amount of bride price and penalty to be paid by boy's parents. 
The amount collected is spent on feast. Then the marriage is socially 
approved. 
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But in some cases they prefer marriage by elopement due to high 
bride price. In this case also, bridegrooms side go through certain 
formalities. When this case goos to the caste Panchayat, it fixes 
bride price consulting girl's parents. The Panchavar also collect cash 
fine from boy's parents for feast. 

The exchange type of marriage 'bada] kania- is also found in the 
ociety. In this type of marriage a boy gives his sister to other and 
marries latter's sister. Either side has to pay the bride price as per 
formality. In this type of marriage, there is no heavy demand for 
payment of bride price. 

Further, a boy can acquire a 'girl as wife by rendering service. 
It happens when a boy want to marry but he is unable to pay bride 
price. Thus in order to get a life partner a boy has to work in the 
house of girl's parent. If the parents are pleased With the service of 
boy he is allowed to marry their daughter. 

The system of son-in·law in house "Ghar Juain" is prevalent as 
per their social customs, but it is rare. When a family has no son a 
suitable boy is selected to marry the daughter and he stays with them 
leaving his family of orientation. This type of marriage requires the 
approval of the caste Panchayat. 

Economic aspects of marriage : 

As discussed earlier marriage is most significant event in their 
• society. In addition to the biological and social needs it also plays 
a vita I role in the economic sphere of the community. 

The bride price is one of the significant economic aspects. The 
bride price is known as 'Jhola or .Ihota Taka'. The bride price or 'Jhola 
Taka' is given by the groom's parents to parents of the girl. If any 
problem arises after marriage which compels for dissolution of marriage 
without having fault of wife then husband cannot get back paid bride price. 

The bride price is not fixed. It depends on capability of bride- 
groom. It is fixed by mutua I understanding of two sides. According 
to them traditionally they had to pay minimum three Mana of rice 
(Five, seven or nine Mana of rice) with an amount in cash as a bride 
price. Now-a-days it is paid in cash in the most cases. The old 
customs sti II perpetuates with little cha nqe, Further, for bride they 
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rako saree, blouse, bO ngte, ornaments, vorrnilion, Kaja I etc. Recently 
modern cosmetics like poweder, snow etc. hove been added with 
this customary gift. The parents of the girl also receive sareo and 
short dhoti. 

On the negotiation day brido price is settled. This is known 
as 'maqni-, On the 'magni" day the bridegroom's party go with two bottles 
of country liquor to the house of bride. They arc welcomed by the 
bride's parents. They treat tho guests with bidi or piece (smoke). 
After discussion if both tho parties agree, a feast is arranged for the 
groom's party. For either party, they have to meet various expenses 
while going through marriage formalities and process. But compara 
tively, in a marriage, bridegroom's side has to bear heavy economic 
burden. 

Besides tho above in the marriage, both the parties get various 
customary gifts such as clothes, utensils, ornaments, cosmetics, etc. 
They also give gift in cash. 

Especially for the arrangement of toasts, both tho sides spend. lot 
of money. On the negotiation or 'magni' day and on the marriage day 
or before feast are held in the bride's house for entertaining their guest •. ,, 
In the house of bridegroom atleast two feasts are arranged on the 
marriage occasion.. The non-vegetarian dish like mutton and liquor 
are the most important items in the feast. For rendering necessary hefp 
and assistance close relations come in advance and heavy expenses are 
incurred on this score and it leads to indebtedness. 

Marriage ceremony : 
The marriage by negotiation is considered most prestigious in their 

society. A-s discussed earlier other ways of acquiring mates are also 
found among them due to various reasons. When both the parties visit 
each other's house and finalise marriage through negotiation the 'magni' 
is held on a fixed day. They take with them two bottles of liquor on 
the occasion. The 'magni' is most important as the engagement is 
completed and bride price is fixed. On this occasion a sman feast is 
arranged with non-vegetarian dishes · for the guests. After the feast, the 
boy's side leave for their viffage. They inform parents· of the girl 
later on decidifig the marriage date. Further they take with them 
sweet cakes, beaten rice, focal cosmetics, bangle for the bride and weU 
to do families take a piece of saree. 



The bride-price is fi xed bet wesn the two parties. If it is not 
5Cttlod, caste cou.ion interferes in this affair. As at viUago level there ;s 
no caste council of this community, the elder experienced and established 
persons deal all types of eases of the caste. So also they deal with 
roblems arising out of marriage negotiations. Thus their decision also 

plays important role in settling disputes. After 'magni' marr;age date is 
fixed by the boy's parents and it is informed to girl's parents. Usually 
Tuesdav, Wednesday or Friday are considered as auspicious days. They 
perform marriages on these days in the months of Phaqun and Cha it. 
They also consult Brahrnin or Panjikar for deciding auspicious days. 
In pra cttco it is confined to well-to-do and established families. 
Sometimes they also consult tribal priests called Disa ri. However, 
onsuftation with Brahrnln, Panjikar or Disari is very limited. 

In their society a marriage function requires two to three days. 
If the villages of both the parties are within the easy reach the 'Kenia 
Dakr a' and marriage is held on the same day. In case of distant places 
more time is necessarv Guests arrive 1-2 days before the marriage 
date to render necessary assistance and help. The house is cleanly 
washed and walls are decorated. 

The next step is 'konia dakra' and payment of bride-price. Both 
mare, female participate in this marital procession and on the way they 
sing and dance. They have jokes whh the bridegroom. After reaching 
'the bride's house, the party is welcomed warmly. The feet of bride 
groom is washed by turmeric mixed with water. All the gift articles are 
handed over to the parents of the bride. Where relatives and friends 
are present keep; ng ancestral spirits as witness. As it is important as 
their customary, bride-price, some amount in cash is also given with it. 
The bride-price in cash also is handed over to the parents. Both 
the bride and bridegroom pay their respect to all eleders present. 
After this all the guests take liquor and eat in this arranged feast. The 
9 uests are provided with bidi and picca for smoking as a matter of . 
courtesy. 

After the marriage ceremony is over, the bride, bridegroom and 
his relations go back to their own village. On the way they make 
amusements by singing and dancing. The well-to-do families 
arrange music party during marriage. On the way back the bride 
groom's movement is obstructed and the bridegroom has to give some 
money in order to allow them to proceed. 
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Both tho bride and bridegroom bath separately ;n turmeric water. 
Then they wear new cloths. Friends help bride in hor make up. After 
moving three times round the nuptial attar they sit on a mat and 
marriage rituals are performed thereafter. The Brahman Priest does 
not render ritual services during their marriage. A sacrificial fire (homn) 
is in the altar before the bride and brideQroom. They use seven 
varieties of wood in tho home. After completion of 'home' thev ti 
together left hand of groom and right hand of bride. This is known as 
"China Plndha". The relations present then sprinkle turmeric mixed 
with rice over the couple and bless them. The guests give presenta 
tions to the bride and 9room which is known as '·Tika Plndha". After 
Tika Pindha, the couple 1eave the altar, enter into the house and offer 
prayer to the ancestral cult. The last ceremony is bathing together in 
a pond or river. The bride and bridegroom are taken to a pond or 
river. On the bank cakes, flower etc. are offered to various deities. 
The bridegroom sits on the mat. The bride sits on his side. Both are 
given turmeric powder to apply on each others body. Then the bride 
has to sit on the lap of the bridegroom. In this position others 
aPPIY mud on the body of the couple, then they push them into the 
water. After bath they return back home. Then the guests and 
relations return to thel. respective vi1\ages on the same day. 

On the ninth day of marriage the couple visit the house of 
wife's parents. There they stay for some days. The wife may stay 
in her mother's house for a longer period. 

Divorce: 
The divorce/dissolution of marriage is practised in their society 

when necessary arises. The males usually take initiative in divorce. 
The main grounds on which divorce is allowed are marital infidelity, 
incompatibility, unfaithfulness, quarre Isome mentaiity, mental disorder, 
sickness, practice of black magic, heavy drinking etc. But barenness 
of the wife is not a valid reason for divorce as the husbard can 
get another wife although the first wife lives with him. If the 
divorce occurs having young children, they go with the mother. The 
other children who are three to four years otd tive with their 
father. 
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Death. 

Th0 Aduria Dorns know that doath is inevitable for all living 
beings. To them, the natural death comes when a person becomes 
old. At the old nge a man cannot function Properly, as 
a resuu various diseases and weakness develop in him and the 
soul departs from the body and death occurs. According to their 
belief the soul never dies, only the body disappears from this 
World. They also strongly believe in the philosophy of rebirth. It 
is also noteworthy that when a person dies untimely or accidentaly 
the soul moves here and there for long time. It suffers a lot and 
con not get place to stay till the comPletion of natura I death 
period. 

The death is regarded as most pathetic event in their society. When 
a Person dies the news spreads rmonq near and dear ones. The 
mourning continues for 10 days which is known as 'Chhur' (Pollution) 
Period. The 'Chhut' period for Young children is limited to three/ 
five days. They also do not give much emphasis to observe rituals 
for death of young child. After essential formalities they simply 
offer food in the name of the Young child which continues three 
to five days. 

After hearing the sad news, relatives and nelshbourers come to 
render necessary help. They make necessary arrangement for crematios

1 

Immediately after deuth of a person, the corpse is brought out 
and laid in the mat spread on the verandah. 

The corpse is bathed with turmeric water. They also apply 
turmeric paste on the dead body. After bathing the corpse is covered 
with a new white dhoti or saree (in case of female). ft the corpse 
is widow a vermilion Point is not put on the forehead. Then the corpse 
is laid on the cot. Sometimes they use bamboo splits for preparing 
pyre to carry the dead body to the burial ground. After laying the 
dead body on cot they bind two toes with· rope or straw and it is 
covered with white khadi or dhoti. In the most cases they use 
new clothes for coverlnq the dead body. The corpse is taken to burial 
ground in the cot which is carried by four persons in their shoulders. 
Usually, son, brother and other relatives take the corpse to burial 
ground. A group of people also accompany them. In front of the 
procession a person throws tive (parched rice) with five/ten paiso 
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coins on the way. According to them it is done to divert the evil 
spirits so that for pertorminq last rites theY will face no probtern. The 
corpse is brought out from the cot and [aid in the pit in the steeping 
posture. Tho son or brother ( or their erase kins) put some salt, Jiya 
in the pit. lf there is no son, the formalities can be performed by 
brother/close kins. The eldest son performs necessary rituals. Then 
the son moves thrice a round the corpse tayi ng in the pit and after 
completing each round, he puts some earth in the pit, Thereafter art 
members especially belong to same bansa put handful of earth. ·rhen 
they completely cover the pit with earth and return home after taking 
bath in nearby pond or river. They wash all the clothes worn by them. 
AU the family members, people be(ong;ng to same bansa and some 
ncighbourers take bath. For a woman if her husband dies she is taken 
to a pond or river by other women. There she puts off her ba ngJs 
(Kacha) from her hands. She is declared as widow. After bath she 
is brought back home. 

After death of a person for first three days they do not cook food. 
Practically the first day goes without cooking and taking any food by 
grief strlken family members. But they are supplied with food by 
neighbours and kins. .On the third day, the food is cooked at home by 
their relatives. This food consists of rice, dat and dry fish or neem 
leaves mixed with other vegetables. This is called 'Pita khla' (eating 
bitter food). The neern and dry fish are bitter by taste. After cooking 
they offer the food ; n "Bhitar Ghar" in the name of ancestor. Then 
everybody in the family eats food. 

On the tenth day 'dasha ' or purlticatorv ceremony is observed. The 
':°' sons of the deceased are shaved by own caste barber. He is given 

remuneration for this service. Friends and relatives are invited to 
attend the ceremony. In the feast, non-vegetarian items are al so 
prepared. After preparation of food first they offer it in the name of 
the deceased. Then everybody starts eatinq. On that day the house 
is washed and cleaned. The old earthenware pots and vessels are 
thrown away and new ones are used. UsuaHy after ten days they are 
purified. Close kins and relatives also give financial help to the 
bereaved family. 
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Aeligions, Believes and Practices: 
Tho Aduria Don1s like their neighbours, especially Doms or 

or.vo Doms hove their own religions, believes and practices. For the 
ustensnce of life materlat possession of a man is not the end. 
Thus since time immemorial certain believes have evolved and they 
~ractise in day to dav life for overall betterment. They know that 
this world does not only have human beings but have other organisms, 
creatures o nd the objects of nature. Further they believe that those 
a re supernatural powers and invislble elements who Play important 
rote in shaping their life. Prosperity or adversity of human beings 
always depends on such supernatural sternents. such as Gods, deities, 
ghosts, witches, ancestors, totems, etc. In order to appease them 
they hove evolved their own system of believes and pratcices. In their 
society both n1agical and reliQious believes are prevalent. For deriving 
their blessings one has to pray or offer worship to Gods and 
supernatural powers. On the other hand, to control the spirits or 
superior powers they follow magical approach. Their religion helps 
them to relieve from tensions and to prosper. . 

.. 

UsuallY it is found that they follow Hindu religious traditions 
in the day to day life. They have been inftuenced by the religious 
believes and practices of their neighbouring tribal people. 

Religtous Pantheon: 
They worship various Gods, Goddesses, Supernatural Powers etc., 

which belong to the Hindu reli9ion. They practise Polytheism. 
Further their believes and religious practices contain primitive ideas 
of animism which read them to nature worship and of various natura I 
objects. These Gods end Goddesses a re known to them as Oevta, 
Deva, or Devi, Bhaqaban etc. They believe in the existence of the 
Sun' God who is known as the Dhar am Deva ta. According to· 
Thurston, their chief God-proba blY an ancestra I spirit is called Kaluga· 
According to Aduria Dom there is no such chief deities in their 
reliQious pantheon. 

Their traditional supreme deity is the Sun but they consider the 
supreme God as Vishnu oi Bhagaban as the Creator, Surviver and 
Destroyer of everything in the Universe. He is above a II powers 
and Gods who has· thousands of names. 
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Belief in Hindu Trinity: 
ThGy betiovo in the supreme God, the Vishnu. In order to 

di$;chargo various ouuos such as the creation, surviva I and destruc 
tion the Vishnu represents nlrnsotf as ''Trin2 th, or three Supreme 
Deities such as the Brahma (Creater}, Vishnu (Surviver) and Maheswar 
(Destroyer). According to them the supreme God, Vishnu or Paramo- 
swar rs one and the same. 

The Adurias are considered untoucha bles which had kept 
them away from entering sacred Places. They have aershon of 
various Gods remaining outside the religious promises and send their 
offerings through priests which are accepted. They attend a number 
of roli9ious festivals which are observed in the area. The Aduria 
Dams believe that the creator of the universe is Lord Brahma, who 
is never given ordinarily any worship. 

Lo1d Vishnu is worshipped in various incarnations· such as 
Ramachandra, Krishna, Jaga nnath etc. They belief that by uttering 
or worshipping the name of Lord Vishnu or Narayan or name of 
various incarnations of Gods they get their blessings. Thus they 
worship and observe religious ceremonies, in the name of various 
Gods in different occasions. The festivals, such as .Janrnastaml, 
birth day of Lord Krishna, Ratha Yatra, Car-Pestival of Lord Jagannath 

• • 
Rama Nabami in respect of Lord Ramachandra and, etc., are performed 
In the area. 

~· 
Lord Maheswar or Shiva or Mahadev is also worshipped bY Adurias, 

tn respect of Lord Shiva they celebrate Shivaratri in which festiva I some 
of them observe fasting. Speciatty· women go to temples for dershsn of 
Shiva on Monday in the month of Kartika. However, the stigma of un 
touchability, even today never gives them the scope to enter into 
religious premises, usua IIY they see or make darshan standing outside 
religious premises. 

Like higher caste Hindus they also strongly believe in the Shakti cult. 
For doing any work or existing in the wor Id Shakti (Power) is most 
essential. E'1erybodv gets this power from the blessings of Mother 
Goddess Ourga. She is also known as Adishakti. Goddess Durga showed 
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hor unjlrnitod Shakti by killing most powerful demon Mahisasur# conse 
quont1y she is also addressed as Mahisamardini. But basicat ly Goddess 
Ourga is an incarnation of Goddess Parvati, consort of Lord Shiva. Thus 
she is also known to them as Parbati, Gouri and in various other names. 
owever, Mother Ourga is worshipped in the month of Aswina on the 

oasami dav. The Mother Laxrni, consort of Vishnu is believed as wealth 
Goddoss. The Mother Saraswati is worshipped as the Goddoss of learning. 
Further they believe in tho supernaturat powers of Graha and Nakshvatra 
whose right Position and favour may bring 9ood days for a person 0n 
the contrary tholr bad influence may cause harm. For knowing this they 
often consult Panjikar or Brahmin for necessary advice. They also worship 
the sun and the moon. The Sun God (Bela oevta or Dharam Devta) is 
most important to them. The next main deity is moon (Jahna). They 
make prornlso bv witness to Sun God as D haram Sak hi with a view to 
have 9ood health and prosper life they worship the Sun. They atso 
equally honour the moon to got peace and tranquility. To please these 
two heavenly bodies they worship on the day of Magha Purnlma {on the 
full moon day of .Januarv- February). 

Other Deities : 
There are a number of other deities whom they also worship. The~Ef' 

deities prevent them from attack of other evil spirits and protect them. 

In Boriquma there is a deity known as Bhoira Mata or Bhoirabi Mata 
who receives great honour from Aduria Dom. In the month of Cha ita a 
festival is held in that Place, where Adurias go to have d ershen of the 
deity. Th~y believe that she fulfils their wishes. The Goddess Maa Mai 
whose temple is in the study village is worshipped on every Tuesday and 
Saturday in a week. Whenever a person suffers from illness, offers 
prayers to this deity for early recovery. They sacrifice 9oat, hen, pigeon, 
duck while offering the puja. · The miracle of the deity Maa Mai is not 
confined to this viUaQe. People come to see (for oarshan) the deity fr om 
different viJ1ages of the area. 

The Donqrani or Denser Devta, the forest deity is also worshipped. 
This forest deity is probably borrowed from the trtbals. This deity stays 
almost one Km. away .from main village. While going to the forest for 
collect;on and hunting the Dongrani is worshipped by the tribals. But 
now-a-days people of different communities worship the forest deity, 
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The Hanuman, bhakta or devotee of Lord Ramachandra, a legendary 
hero is also worshipped by the Adurias. He is worshipped in smalf 
temple. By worshipping, Hanuman, they consider, it is equal to worship · 
of Lord Ramachandra as is principal devotee and mostly liked by Lord 
Ramachandra. 

The Christianity as not popular among the Aduria Doms. A limited 
umber of persons have adopted Christianity in the area. Some Adurlas 

show inclination towards the Mahima or Alekh Dharrna than the 
Christianity. Those who have adopted Mahima Dharma are scattered 
in the area. Jn this context they respect saint and Preacher of this. 
religious sects of Shima Bhoi. 

Village Deities 

l n every vi tlaQe, there aro a number of village deities who look 
after the welfare of all villagers including Adurias. They are regarded 
as guardians of the village, Their jurisdiction is confined to the 
village. They believe that these deities are within their reach 
and their prayer can immediately be listened to. Thus at the time of 
need, trouble and naturar calamity and they need blesslnqs of their 
deities and they are highly regarded. 

The traditional religious formalities are carried on by tribals 
(especially Bhotra) in the area. In some villages people berong;ng to 
Mali caste also perform their duty. The priest is known as Pujari or. 
Sira in the area. This is a traditional and heriditary post, thus there is 
no remuneration for this service. 

The Brahman priest worships in the temple of Gods and Goddesses, 
The main deitv of the village is called Thakuranl or Thakurani Maa. 
The Thakurani is female deity and also known as Grama Devi. She is 

.. '---~_worshipped ;n all the functions. The Dharanl is also equally worshipped. 
by them. There are other deities like Bhandaruni, IGaJinki, Budha Bhat, 
Sulsadak, Pata ra ni of the village. · 

According to them Bhandaruni is the gate keeper of the viUaQe. 
She never allows evil spirits to enter the village. Thus she is wor 
shipped by the villagers bysacrificinq pig in which Adurias 1participate. 
By giving offerings to Pattarani people get blessings. The deity Sufsadak 
punishes the enemy of the village_ · 



It is found that in the most of the villages of the area people have 
constructed shrines or temples for Grama Devi. In some villages even 
the main deity remains in the open space surrounded by trees and 
stones. But in other villages there are no huts, shrines or temples for 
deities. There are some specific Places in every Village having bushes, 
trees, stones or without having any such things they worship in the 
name of concerned deity. They offer Prayers to aII the village deities 
on the occasions of Nuakhia, Chait Parab and Boulani Parab. The deities 
like Sata Bhaunt, Budhithakurani, Duaramundla, To1uguni, Bhima, etc., 
are also worshipped. The names of household deities are not usuafly 
exposed or expressed Publicly. 

They a1s0 believe that spirits and ancestral spirits like· Duma, 
Merachu, Rao and Khadia stay at home. ff aII these spirits are not 

•• worshipped during festive occasions, their family members may suffer 
from various diseases. The ancestral spirits live in houses. These 
deities stay in the main room of Bhitar Ghar. 

Animism : 

The religious ideas of Aduria D oms are connected with belief in 
animism. 

The Adurla Doms like their nejg hbours especiatry Hind us, have 
accepted the phenomenon of having religious values with certain 
plants and trees which are used in socio-religious functions. Some of 
these trees and plants also have both religious and medicinal value. 
They believe that the trees or Plants which are used for medicinal 
purpose, have some extraordinary Power. Thus some invisible and 
spiritual powers are manifested in these trees or plants. 

However, trees lik&"'· Am or mango (Mangifers fndica), Mahul 
(Bassla 1atifolfa) and Jamb are used in marriage functions. They 
decorate the nuptial attar with mango leaves tied up in rope. The 
Mahul wood is used as pillars of altar and the branches of the Jamb are 
put above the four Pillars covering the aItar. They consider that these 
are auspicious, and they use it in the marriage. In addition, the mango 
leaves are also kept in the Kumbha (earthenware Pot full of water). 
They believe that, spirit and Gods stay in the Bada (Banyan) and 
Ustha trees. The Supreme Triangular or Trinath Mahapur tlves in 

•••• 
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tho "Bada Trees", Thus thoY are scared to use these trees for fuel 
purpose. Even thov do not pass stool under these trees. The 'fufei 
ptant is also considered auspicious. But thov do not ptant the same in 
their courtvard., probably their rower social status has deprived them 
of touching or worshipping the Tutsi plant directly. 

The leaves, fruits and flowers of some trees have religious 
importance and are offered while worshipping various Gods 
and Goddesses. Mainly, 901 (Aoy1 marmebas) leaves and 
Champa flowers are offered to lord Shiva with other fruits. 
They believe that these arc liked very much by God 'Shive. The 
Mondar floWel' and Krushna Chudda flowers are liked by Goddess . , 
namely, DurQa, Bhaireb] Ma, Katinka and other oevis. The paste of 
sandalwood is 01s0 used in performing religious rites. 

Various parts of the Barkoli, Harlda, Bahada, Ania trees are used 
for medicinal purposes. According to them 'Malango' or 'Mango', 
.Jacktruit, Bamboo, Tamarind, Mahua trees have magical Power, which 

► can be very hetpful for driving away evil days of a person and exercising 
evil spirits. They say that Motang is shaped like a boll and comes out 
from any part of trees. But it is very difficult to get and it should be 
collected by catculating proper time so that it may be effective. 

The lima (Melia lndlca) which is universally accepted as valuable 
tree is also most important for Adurias. lt is needed in performing 
some magico-religious functions, sspeciallv to exercise evil spirits who 
cause ha rm while impersonating in human body. Alt parts of /ima tree 
is very useful tor various diseases, like skin dlseases, smallpox etc. ft 
is earlier mentioned that /ima leaves are necessary in performing death 
rites. After 3 days of death, the familY: members take leaves of this 
tree mixing in food, which is known as pita kh!«. Like trees and Plants, 
some animals are treated as significant in their · society. The Aduria 
Dams are divided into several exogamous groups bansa or barags which 

.•.. are named after animals. like nag (cobra), bagh (Tiger), Kachhim 
(Tortoise), Kukur (oog), Bhainsa (he-buffalo) and Basara (Monkey), 
etc. These totemic animals are given reverence by their respective 
bansa members and they are not injured or ki I led. 

It is obvious from the study that, they are kind towards animals 
and some of them are also worshipped. At first their bensbes are named 
after several animals and some. animals have religious signifi~ance. 

I • 

They derive benefits from animals. 
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In the month of Kartlka they feed cooked rice, curry, etc. to cow and 
ox and they eat left over foods. It indicates that these animals have 
special place among Adurias. No doubt as per Hindu religious Practices 
and customs, cow is worshipped as 'Gornata'. Turturing or killing and 
eating flesh of cow or ox is sinful as per Hindu believes. Some of them 
abstain from eating beef. They have retlased that one of the main 
reasons of untouchabitltv is due to beef eating. According to them they 
do not kill cow or ox, but the Doms or Odia Dombs kill them which 
tho Adurtas eat. They also honour the bull who is regarded as Bahana 
of Lord Siva. 

As per legends and myths connected to Hindu religion, various 
anlmats are regarded as associates carrier (Bahana) or fond of 
different Gods and Goddesses. 

Besides the above, the Hanuman, the pithecoid god and devotee 
of Lord Rama is also revered by the Adurias. The Lord Ganesh having 
face of elephant is owner of abudant knowledge, brings respect to animal 
World. Lord Vishnu taking different avatar or incarnation such as Baraha ~ 
or Bharia (boar) Mina (fish) and Kachhapa (Tortoise) have shown 
miracles to this world. The Adhurias also keep animals and birds such 
as, do9, cat, parrot, malna, peacock etc. as pet. 

Animals and birds, like donkey, cat, pig, owl, easle, vulture, crow 
are considered most unlucky symbols. On the other hand, animals and 
birds like bull, rabit, peacock, maina, Parrot, dove, white eagle, dove 
(Sankhachltta) are regarded as lucky. 

Fetishism 
The Aduria Dams believe that, supernatural Power also exists in 

inanimate objects. They worship them in the shape of idols which are 
made ·of wood, stone, clay, metals. etc. No doubt the idols and images 
represent gods, goddesses and other deities who have their respective . 
Power. 

Jn the Hindu religion the worship of stone is common. In the 
study villages various deities are made of stone. The Aduria Doms 
also worship them. The stone or wood without having any particular 
shape is also worshipped by them. 

They believe that these stones contain sucernatua: Powers and 
for that, there is prescription for worship. 
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Various implements made of iron and wood are considered as 
. sacred on specific 0ccasions and they form a part of the ingredient ot 
worship. 

Luck and Omen : 
They know that whatever is written 0n the fate witt never change. It 

occurs in right time. Thus everybody gets e>eperience whatever is there in 
their fate (Bhagya). The Adurlas believe in tuck and omen. They have 
consultations with local' astroloQets from time to time regarding 
the influence of fortune; Qood and bad star effects etc. They consider 
Phasun and Chaita are most favourable months. The days like ruesday, 
Wednesday and Friday are considered as lucky. Numbers like 1,3,5,7, 11, 
are regarded as a auspicious. 

As the Aduria Dom believe in fortune, so also omens play most 
important role in their daily life. These omens are bad or good. 
While going on journey if they face or meet certain objects or symbols 

· as per their belief they get the indication of good or bad. 

Inauspicious omen : 
On journey for important works seeing empty vessel or pot, 

Potters carrying pots, women going to fetch water. 

(a) Seeing the cat 

(b) A jackal passing from right to left on the way 

(c) A Ohoba (washerman) carrying uncleaned clothes, widow, 
barren women, a witch, etc. 

(d) An ass, owl, kite, pig, ram, vultures, snake, etc. 

Further the house lizard is also considered as unsacred when a 
~- lizard falls on or touches a person he has to take bath or sprinkle 

water over head for purification. 

There are number of inauspicious omens which indicate a bad 
day if a person sees them immediately after leaving the bed. Seeing 
face of a barren woman, a widow, an ill natured woman and animals 
like cat, ass and ram are considered unlucky. 

They also believe that, when ri9ht eye of man or left eye of 
woman twinkles it is considered as 9ood omen, on the other hand 
twinkling of reverse eyes of male and female are bad omen. 

I 
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Auspicious omen : 
1. A woman com;ng from oPPoSite side with 

water. 
2. Mating of snakes (cobra) 
3. Ma\o and tomato pogions or doves dancing 
4. Two malna birds sitting on the branch of a tree 
5. A monsose (Neuln) passing on any side 
6. A washerrnan carrying bundle of cleaned cJothes 
7. Seeing boll, elephant, pea cock, cow with calf, wild soose. 

flying over thorn. 

Pitcher fu ll of j 

Occultism 
The Adurla Dom betloves that there is spiritual power in certain 

animate and tnenlmato objects, and even in various Parts of the 
body of living organisms. 

Especiatfy, children and pregnant woman are oasily aflicted by 
these Powers. During child birth, pregnancy and menstruation they have 
to take various precautions to get rid of tho evil spirits. 

The most imPoftant and dangerous occult power is 'dursti' or 'nazar" 
(evil eye). The Aduria Ooms believe that sorno persons are born with 
occult Power (evil) in thotr ~yes. · They Possess a power which usually, 
destroy any thing •or pose danqer for living beings. 

They believe that, a witch, a barren woman, evil looking person 
etc., possess evil powers in their eves. Good and beautiful things are 
the victim of this occult Power. Ugly and odd things do not get any 
effect. lf evil ev-» effect tahs on the wourd of a person or diseased 
person it increases and consequentlv pr,rsons have to suffer for a 
lonqer period. 

They take various steps to protect themselves from these evlt eyes. 
The children and pregnant woman, women in menstruation period, stay 
away from evil eyes. But it is always not possible. Thus another preven 
tive measure is to drive away or divert tho attention of evil eyes 
from the objects. A bta ck spot is put on the chock, forehead, neck of the 
children. They also put a black thread around the neck. The pregnant 
woman wears thread comprising of herbal medicines around the arm. 
They also fully cover the belly. 

.. 
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Besldos above number of devices, vlz., beads, jewels, amulets, stones 
herbs, tatoo marks, etc. are used by thom to prevent the evil eyes. Thero 
are certain other objects, like claws, teeth and whishkers of a tiger. 
metat charcoal, broomsticks. resin, etc. which have powers to ward off 
evil eyes. 

•.. 
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FESTIVALS AND RITUALS 

The Aduria Doms observe a number of festivals which bring immense 
joy for them. Number of festivals are observed for their well-being. 
Some festiva Is aro held in the village and sorno important festivals ar 
held in the specific places in the area in which they participate. They 
worship various Gods and Goddesses of Hindu religious Pantheon. 

They visit various areas where religious festivals are held to witness 
nd offer prayers to various deities. The festivars such as, Ratha Yatra 
(Car Festival) Phagun Jatra, Dasara. Siva Rutri, Ganesh Puja, 
Bali Yatra are held in NawaranQpur, Joyp0re, Koraput, Borigurna, 
Gupteswar, Papadahandi and in other placos. Thoy visit those places 
on festive occasions and derive p loasure. 

Ratha Jatra 

The Ratha Jatra (Car Festivaf) for Lord Jagannath is held in the 
month of Ashadha (June-July) in the various parts of Orissa. ft is 
a tso held in the importo nt places of Kora put district. In order to have 
Darshan of lord JaQannath they go to various places, such as Koraput, 
Jeypore and Nawara ngpur. It is most important festival of the caste 
Hindus. Some of them had visited Puri on this occasion. They take 
part in Pulling the Ratha (wooden car) in which the wooden idols of 
Lord Jagannath, Lord Balabhadra and Goddess Subhadra are kept. 

They also offer 'Bhoga' to these deities. The Ratha is kept 
in Gundichaghara. The testivat is observed for nine days. In the 
meanwhile people visit every day for Darshan, on the return journey 
( Bahuda Jatra) they have Darshan of Lords. 

Dasara 

The Dasara or Dasha hara is hefd in the month of Aswina (Sept.-Oct.) 
to worship the Goddess DurQa. The Aduria Doms observe this 
festival on the tenth day of the fortnight of Aswina, it is observed 
for a week. 

The Dasa ra is also observed by all in a organised way. It is 
celebrated with pump and ceremony in important localities such as 
Kotpad, Nowra ngpur, Jeypore, Umarkote etc. This festiva I is hefd in the 
honour of Kanaka Durga (Golden Durga) in Jeypore and her temple 
is situated within the palace of the erstwhile Raja. This festival lasts 
for sixteen days and a series of ceremonies are held throughout the 
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period. Animals, like the goats and the sheep are offered as sacrifice. 
Curiously enough the flowers which adorn those animals are described 

,) as 'Meriah Pusp a' as a reminiscent of human sacrifice. On the sixteenth 
day buffaloes wore also sacrificed. 

Sivaratrl • • 
It is one of the most important festivals of the caste Hindus. In the 

month of Phagun (Feb.-March) on the 14th day of the dark fortnight it 
is observed in the various important places of Koraput district. The 
Sivaratri held at places like Jeypore, Papadahandi, Nawarangpur is 
visited bV them. The Gupteswar is the most important religious place. 
For the entertainment of the people local dance (Nata) is organised. 
This continues for three to five days. 

Phagu na Jatra: 
The Phaguna Jatra or Dola Punei Is held in the month of Phalguna 

or Phaguna (Feb.-March) in the honour of Radha and Krishna: This 
function lasts for three to five days in the area. The Phaguna Jatra is 
held in Nawarangpur, Jeypore, Kotpad and in other places of area. 
Number of local dances are staged in which puranic stories are played. 
The Adurias get the opportunity to have Oarshan of Radha-Krishna. 
They offer their prayer to these deities. They also witness and enjoy 

♦ ' venous dances. 

The next day of the fu tlrnoon night is celebrated as Holi in the 
area. Now-a-days the Adurias also observe the colourful festival of 
Holi. 

Oiali Parah: 
As per the Hindu calendar Oiali or Diwali is observed during the 

.,., month of ICartika (October-November) on the Amavasya. It is observed 
to worship the Goddess Kali. and ancestral spirits. The Adurias observe 
it in different manner. They worship cow and ox. They offer food to 
these animals. The.left over food is distributed and eaten by all the 
family members. They believe that these animals help them throughout 
the year. The indebtedness to cow and ox can be repaid only by taking 
their left over food. They also enjoy it arranging feasts and drink. On 
this day the cattle herder or who takes care of them throughout the year 
is presented with new clothes paddY and some amount in cash. . , . 
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Nuakhia: 
In the area Nuakhia or eating of new rice is one of the important 

festivals. Jt is held in the month of Boodh or Bhadraba (August 
September) on Dasami or Panchami. On this day in the morning women 
after taking bath collect new paddy from land in the Kudu Patra (leaf) 
plate. Then they dry it in the new earthen vessels. Then they separate 
husk from thl) paddy. As new rice is not sufficient they mix it with Chuda 
(pressed rice), molasses, Then they mix it in the rice flour. Out of that 
flour they prepare 'Pitha (cakes) boiling it in new earthen ware pot. The 
flours or rice mixed in the molasses make paste & are kept in Kudu patra, 
'leaf plate', giving cover on two sides. They put it in the boiling pot to 
make cakes. First they offer it to the deities and ancestral spirits. The 
offering is also included coconut, banana, various flowers and insence . 
Poutnv birds are also sacrificed. All family members share food of new 
rice. They also enjoy taking Mahul mod or liquor. 
Push Parah or Punei; 

This is a festival of enjoyment and merry making. It is held in the 
month of Push ( December-January) for two days. As per the Hindu 
calendar, thi1 day of festival, is known as Makara Sankranti. However it is 
also known to them as the Charaka nat or Nach or kind of dance. Jn this 
festlva I the lower caste people visit different vi ti ages from door to door 
with music and dance. While dancing they collect cakes, rice, from every 
household. After collection is over they distribute it among themselves. 
They also arrange feasts out of this collection. 
Chait Parab: 

Originally, it is a tribal festival which is observed in the Koraput 
district. It is also observed by the people living in this area. During 
this festival, people do not have agricultural work. For entertainment 
and merry making they observe this festival. In this festival they go for 
annual hunting. The people sing and dance in sroups, The duration of 
festival is varies from place to ptace in the area. 

However, the Aduria Doms otso observe the Chait Parah. They 
take new mango in this month, on or before fullmoon. day. They 
take new mango especially on Tuesday, Wednesday or Thursday. Fur 
ther all µeoPle irrespective of their caste and communities worship 
viftage·deity, Thakuranl. They secrltice Poultry birds and Qoats etc. 
in the Chait festival. The Adurias after offering new mangoes to 
deities and ancestral spirit eat the Bhoga. It is never given to out 
siders and persons belonging to otner castes. 
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Umash Mas 
The SAvnn or Sravana Mus (July-Au{;ust) is known as Umssh Mas. 

In this month they worship paddy plants and other deities. As a result 
the croP is not affected by any disease. In the worship they sacrifice 
fowl in the paddy tend, On this occasion they erect a kind of stag 
known as Dheubadani with branch of Kendu tree. They believe that, 
it wou Id Produce bumper croP. 
Magh Punei 

This festival is held in the Magha Mas (Jan-Feb.) on the fullrnocn 
day. They atsc call it as Dharm Devata Puja as the Sun God is reQar 
ded as Dharrna. However, both the Sun and the Moon are worshipped 
in this ceremony. Eariy in the morning after bath they 9o to any 
open field where they worship and offer prayer to their Gods. They 
sacrifice red fowl for the sun and white fowl for the moon. Their 
belief is, this worship keeps away all diseases from them. 

~ The Aduria Dom participate in these festivals or enjoy it while 
others perform those festivals. The festivals such as Kartik Punei, 
Laxrni puja, Thakurani (vi!h1Qe ·deity) Parab. Bhairava Jatra (at 
Borigumma) are observed in the area. Especially the Adurlas perform 
Boulani Jatra in the month of Chaitra and they worship village deities. 
It is also known as Ghanta Jatra. Ghanta means a vessel made of 
earth which is a special attraction in this festival. It is observed 
individually and collectively. tn the Chait Mas (March-April)' the 
Ghanta Jatra or Parah is held. The Ghant (pot) is decorated 
with different colour mango (eaves and flowers puttinq some rice in 
side it. The person who bear the Pot (Ghanta) on heed after bath, 
remains in fasting for that day, with music party they wander every 
street. ln the last stage they leave this 'Ghanta' near the shrine of 
village deity. 

The Machha Nuakhla (n.ew fish eating) is also important for them. 
It is observed in the Ashad and Umash. There is no fixed day for it. 
During this period on Tuesday, Wednesday or Friday they eat new fish. 
After baking the fish mixing with oil, turmeric c.1nd satt they offer it to 
household deities and ancestral -spirits. Then they take the fish with 
rice and dal, 

The important festivals which are observed by the people living 
in the area are given here below ~- 

• I. 
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___________________ _..:_~-------- TABLE SHOWING IMPORTANT FESTIVALS 

Nam 
English Oriya Local 

(1) (2) (3) 

Day of the 
festivat 

(4) 

Name of the 
festival 

(5) 

1. Jvn.-Feb. Magha Magh On full rnoondev Magh Punei 

2. Feb,·Mar. Phalgun Phagun 14th day of Sivaratri 
dark fort· Phagun Punei 
night. on fullmoon 

day or Phagun 
Jatra. 

•• 

3. Mar. -Apr]! Chaitra Chait .. Starts before Chait parab 
two to three 
days before 
full moon day. 

4. April-May Baishakh Baisak .. Amnuakhia 

5. June-July Ashadha Ashad . . From the 2nd Rathajatra 
day to the 8th • 
day of the 2nd 
fortnight. 

. 
Any Tuesday, 
Wednesday or 
Friday of the 
month . 

Machha 
Nuakhla 
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TABLE SHOWJNG THE DEITIES WORSHIPPED 

o eity worshipped Purpose of worship Remarks 

(6) (7) (8) 

Sun & Moon .. For keeping health in 
good condition especi- 
auy of children. 

Siva •• For fulfilment of 
wishes. 

Radha-Krishna •• For Jiving happilY .. 

Village deities . . •• It is held on Tuesday 
Wednesday or Thurs- 
day or on full moon- 
day adjust according 
to the full moondav. 
They observed one/ 
three days. 

Home deities and ance- For eating new 
stors. mango. 

Lord Jagannath . . .. 
~ 

Home deities .. For eating new fish .. 

--------------- 
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Name of the n,onth 
Eng fish Oriya Local 

(1) (2) (3) 

oay of the 
festival 

(4) 

Name of tha 
festival 

(5) 

6. JuJy-Aug. Srabana Amushmas on the dark Dhona Gachha 
night. Puja 

7. Aug ... Sept. Bh2draba bodh 
• • 

8. Sept.-Oct. Ashwin 0asaramas tenth day of the D esara 
bright fortni- 
ght. . . 

9. Oct.-Nov. Kartik . . Kartika .. · Fourth day of Diali 
dark fortnight. 

10. Oec.-Jan. Pausa . . Pusmas.. On makar Pusparab 
Sankrantl. ◄

.. 

- 
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oeuv worshipped Purpose of worship Remarks 

(6) (7) (8) 

Paddy plant and deities For good crop •• • • 

Home & village deities For eating new rice .. 

Maa ourga 

Cow and ancestral In respect of cow and •• 

~ spirits. ox. 

Worship household For collecting 
. rrce, II~ 

deities. sweet cakes from the 
houses of different 
villages. 
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CHAPTER-Vt 

POLITICAL LIFE 
For smooth manaqement, malntenance and control, every human 

society has developed its own socio-political rnechanlsm. People tiv;ng 
in the study area have their traditional socio-politicnl organisation. 
The socio-PoHtical organisation at village level is a strong unit in 
which all the villagers aro members irrespective of castes and 
communities. Besides, every caste or community has their own socio 
Political organization in the village as well as in other villages to look 
into various internal and external affairs of respective caste groups. 

In brief, the territory comprising the modern district of Kora put 
with its hilts in penetrable fastners was a past of the ancient Atavika 
tand refer red to in the specla I Rock edicts of Ashok. From these edicts 
it is known that, the Atavika people were a great source of strength 
of Kalinga in the third century B. C. However; before beginning of British 
rule in Koraput it was ruled by number of Rajas of different dynasty 
at difforent times. Thus it was a princely states. .◄

It was occupied by British in the year 1774 and attached to Raja 
of Vlztanaqram and later on in 1794, .Jevpor was recognised as a district 
estate granting a Sanand in favour of .Jevpore Raja fixing the parkash. 
Further permanent setttement of the Jeypore Zarnlndari was made by 
the British and its head quarter was shifted from Jeypore to Koraput. 
In 1936 when the district of Koraput came into being, a number of 
changes was found necessary. ~ 

During British rule various steps were taken for administration 
matntatninq.taw and order and for collecting revenues. In the process 
lot of changes took place as a result geographically and for admini 
stration limitation and delimitation of present Koraput occured time 
and again before coming to existing present Koraput. 

Before Independence of our country, the administrative system which 
was prevalent during British rule was not completely new. They have ~ 
recognised the ancient feudal system in different ways. As they 
appointed Rajas as the agent or authority of estates of Jamindars. 
There were different official at various level to discharge various duties. 
It would be clear from the following discussion that even in British rule 
feudal system was survived. 
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The village level administration was almost seme in the British 
period which they had adopted from the feudal system. The Koraput 
district was divided into three parts such as, Jeypore estate, Kotpad 
praqana and Panchipetn estate which were under different Zamindars. 

ihe feudal chiefs were recognised ev the British authority and 
granted them rights 0ver estates of land and revenue administration. 
The feudal chiefs had to pay prefixed (pesilkash) tributes and required 
service to the ruler in return to please them. They were also 
discharging various other functions connected to judicial, executive, 
maintaining law and order, construction and repair work for public 
utility and organising fairs, festivals and ceremonies. 

Further the Jeypur estate was divided for the purpose of admini .• 
stratlon into two parts with headquarters at Jeypur and '.Rayagada 
with an Assistant Dewan in charge of each. It was also sub-divided 
into Revenue Thanas Placed in charge of Amins known as "Nlqaman", 
There were revenue Inspectors under the Amins. In the area various 
land revenue systems were implemented prior to the abolition of 
the Jeypur Zamindari, the Jerayati lands in the estate were administered 
partly on Rayatwari system and partly on a village rent system called 
'Mustayerl", In the Rayatwari system the ravats or tenants were in 
better positon than those in Mustayeri villages. The Rayats paid their 
rents either to the Amins or to one of the villagers appointed by the 
estate as the Revenue Naik. 

The M ustayeri system, it seems, has almost the same origin as 
the Gauntia system of tenure in Sarnbalpur and there are a 1s0 similar 
system in some other districts of Orissa. In theory, the Mustayeri is 
elected by the rayats but in practice, the office is usually hereditary, 
being held by the Naik or headman of the village, Both the cash and kind 
accepted as land-rent. However, the lnarndars were not paid land 
tax or sist as they had got it as gift for their service. The 'lnams' in 
the district were of three kinds namely gift or Dana, Mokhara, and 
service. So to say, to look into the village affairs in the village 
establishment there were Headman or Naik and certain other minials 
called Bariks, Chalf ans or Gondos, and they were paid out of the profits 
accrued from the cultivation of certain lands set apart in each village 
for them. These were called Na ik's land. Rents were collected and 
deposited in a strong room in each thana office. 
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But no fixod or uniform principle was followed in this district in 
the matter of assessment of rent payable by the Rayats to the Zamindar, 
lnamctar or the Muthadar. In most of the villaqes the Mustajari system 
of rent collection was in vogue. The Mustayer is an agent of the land 
lord or Inarndar for collection of rent. He was in the position of a 
headman, but his right and responsibilities were not defined by any 
law. The remaining areas were known as rayatwaris areas where the 
landlord was directly collecting rent from the ravats through paid officials. 

After abolition of the estate on 29th December, 1952 under 
abolition of the Orissa Estates Abolition Act, the Mustajari system has 
been abolished except in the Bonda hill area and rent is now collected 
by Government directly from the rayats. Dua to irrational way of 
assessment the rate of rent varies frorn village to villa Qe. Rent in kind 
or in cash, was prevailing in Nowrangpur and Jeypore areas. 
The rent in kind generally consists of paddy, straw and thatching 
grass, in a few cases it also includes ghoe, guda, and goat. This ., 
further irratione lises the rent. 

The cultivated lands of the district were broadty classified into 
three classes, namely (1) paddy, (ii) Dongar and (iii) Attal (alluvial 
soil or the side of rivers) which further subdivided into three sub-classes 
namolv I, II, & II I. The rent in the Nowrangpur, Kotpad, ~orjguma was 
vary from Rs. 3. So to Rs. 1.37 paise in paddy lands, Rs. 1.13 
to 0·37 paise in Dongar lands, Attal and basl lands also fixed as per 
paddy lands in different sub-classes. 

In the vilfage administrative system there were officials such as 
Naik, challan, Barik, Ganda etc. These Posts were hereditary. These 
officers wero given rent, free cultivable lands called Jagiri or tnarns in 
the royatwan and mustajari land revenue system. Jagiri or inarns 
were granted to these officials and others forgetting necessary service 
from them. But Jamindary system has been abolished after 
independence. Thus the feudal system ceased to function. These 
chiefs and office bearers have been compansated by granting permanent 
and transferable occupancy rights over Jagiri and Insm lands. 

..• 

• 
\, 
\ 
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..• 
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The Naik, the village head 
The head of the village wns celled the Naik. He was in the 

charge of ccuecuon of land revenue of tho village. For his services ha 
received remunerctlon as some Iand on [ease or a part of the land 
revenue collected by them. 

According to tho Aduria Dom the Naik WGS also known as 
Bhoktnbhaq] which means ho onjoys the power and Privifoge in th 
village. The Nelk, head of the village was a hereditc.1y post which 
existed probably Jong botoro feudal rule. However for the convenience 
of feudal rulers the village idministration system was recognised. 
During British rulo. Naiks wero acting us agents of -Jornindars at the 
village love! who collected tend revenue and tax etc. There were various 
types of land holding system i. 0. Rayatawari, Mustajhar! and 
lnarndari which were under tho village head. The Naik collects and 
deposits the revenue at the revenue office. 
Thana Office of the Amin or Nigaman 

The Naik, was given with Heta Bhumi or land for his services. 
Instead of it, being a influential person, he was also in possession of 
abundant variety of land in the village. He also took possession 
of slst (land revenue) in case he was not received Heta Bhumi. He 
received all the privileges and fc:cilities in the village. His tenants 
also gave various services at different times without receiving any 
remuneration. He could force the tenants to work in his house. 
During British period, the last date of payment of various dues and 
land revenue, was 31st of March. Thus for payment of this dues he 
was collecting earlier on instalment basis. The arrear dues were 
collected with interest. 

Besides in the charge of ta nd and revenue administration of the 
village the Naik was entrusted with various other duties and responsi 
bilities. Ha collects various other fees ·trom the fairs, festivals, events 

' like marriage, divorce etc. He is also in charge of collecting forest, 
loca I 'parvo-parva ni' dues from the tenants. The rent, taxes and various 
dues which ware collected varies from village to village, · 

In the village construction and repair work such as roads, buildings 
tanks, schools, religious institutions were also carried on under the 
supervision of the Naik. The tenants of the village were bound to give 
required services as per the direction of the Naik without t~king wages. 
This type of service is locally known as 'bethl khatiba', 
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The visiting officials wore receivod and attended by the Naik. 
Arrangements for accommodation, food and conveyance were done by 
him. At the times of urgency he also accompanies officials. He had 
to attend the court of feudal chiefs with various gifts collected from 
tenants. 

The. Naik was in complete charge of internal administration of the 
village. BeinO the head of the village he had number of responsibilities 
and power to discharge socio-religious administrative, legislative and 
judicial duties. Further as the head of the village he was (:Jresiding 

0ver the meeting of the village council and taking decision of various 
disputes, quarrels and offences occured in the village, 

At the village tevel there were Batik, challan and Gondo or Ganda 
to help and assist the Naik in various mattsrs, Usually the Post of Barik 
and Ganda were held by the Aduria D oms or people from other so 
called tower caste groups. The post of chaltm in most cases were 
from the touchable caste QrouPs. Theso posts were by nature 
hereditary. 

E~peciallY the challan who belonged to touchable caste groups 
was making necessary arrangements for accommodation of visiting 
officials. The Gandas and Batik were ca;rying messages from village 
vluase and person to person. They also announced by beating drums 
for circulation of message to the people for various purposes. Traditio 
nallY they get annually or on festive occasion their remuneration from 
the villagers in kind such as paddy, rice, food ~tc. 

He used to take advice of the village council while taking important 
decisions. In practice considering the Position of Naik nobody would 
object his decisions. Further various socio-religious functions repair 
and construction works ware initiated and arranged by him in the 
village. He was also in the charge of maintaining law and order in 
the village. All these responsibilities and functions were led him to 
absolute power. Consequently, he was exploiting poor people and 
landless tenants for his benefits. Nobody could dare to say word 
against him in the past. 

However after abolition of Jamidary, the traditional village level 
administration was decreased, with the introduction cf Panchavat Raj 
The significance of the hereditary post of Naik was also reduced. At 
present service of the Batik, Challan and Ganda are also not required. 
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In this context it is significant to note as to how the village was 
articuluting as a socio-political unit. In a villo~e, _people beto~g.ing t_o 
different caste, groups were 1ivin9 together keeping 1n conta~t then 1de~t1- 
ues. The Aduria o oms are part and parcel of the village communities. 
It is significant to note the articulation of the Aduria oom in the village 
as a whole. 

Village Council: 
Thero is ~ traditional village council for control and management 

of various ac~ivities and affairs of a village. As each villu98 is a 
political unit so the villagers irrespectives of their caste or community 
are part and parcel of its council. The represent~tives are elderly 
influential persons of the different caste and communities. Even after 
the introduction of the Panchavat Raj at the village level, the traditional 
institutions have started adopting to the changing situations. 

Th~ village council is known as Gram Sabha or Panchayat. rt is 
~ also known as baren in the area. The meeting which is held for 

deciding various matters is regarded as baren. However now-c=3-days 
most often they use tho term Panchayat or Grama Sabha. 

The jurisdiction of Village Council is wide as it exercises power in 
the various spheres of the village. It solves minor cases of disputes and 
offences. Festivals, ceremonies, rituals and fairs are organised end 
contribution to the fund for various occasions are fixed and collected 
from every family by the Council- During natural calamities, it takes 
preventive measures. So to say, it organises communal worship, 
and makes necessary arrangements to save from the immediate danger. 
For the interest of the village, it initiates or takes construction and repair 
works like maintenance of religious Places, roads, and repair of wells, 
ponds, canals, etc. Thus the Council is endowed with Power to ptan and 
fina!ise through discussions to implement the programmes. 

People belong to a village are the member of the Village Council. 
Everybody meets together in the Panchavat meeting on the various 
occasions. It is a moral duty but it is not compulsory to attend 
a meeting, it depends on the interest of a member. But practically some 
also remain away from these activities due to control of the Council by 
a few ;nfluentiat people belong to higher castes. They think that the 
presence in the Panchavat is not desirable, as every step and decision 
are of influential persons. 
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Usually cases liko inter-personal, Inter-caste. inter-groups disputes, 
conflfcts connected with various issues in social life are dealt with the 
Panchayt1t. It also decides cases like partition of family property among 
brothers, breach of teboos. irregular marriages and other offences like 
theft, cheating etc. Besides, that, it looks into the offences, such as 
adultery, r?.pe, i1t0gal marital affairs, etc. These cases are decided and 
punishment is awarded to offenders as per the decision of the Council. 

However, after abolition of Znmindary system the statutarv 
Panchayat Raj have taken over to provide self rule in the rural area. 
Thus tho then village headman, Naik and assistant Bariks, Challan 
are required no more by the people. Now-a-days Sarapanch and Ward 
Memb9rs deal with all the matters in the village level. 
Caste Organisation and Caste Council 

ln every village there are traditional organisations of respective caste 
srouos. The Caste Panchavat have their leaders to look into varlous 
affairs of the caste. In genera, tho reader is known as Mukhi a or Bodo 
Lok. Such caste organisation extend beyond the village boundary. The 
Adurfa Dom have their caste organisation which includes a number of 
vi ff ages. 

The Adurta Dams have own Caste Council which is known as Jati 
Panchayat or .Jatisabha. It is also sometimes known as (barren bnslba) 
sit together for taking decision or geting justice. The Jati Panchavat 
is not confined to vilfar,9, it extends to a number of villages. 

As situation demands the Caste Panchavat is convened at any 
time. The Caste Council meeting may b9 requisitioned as per the request 
of the persons who require the same. It is already mentioned that 
members have the right to express their views, and opinion regarding 
the matter. After examination and cross-examination of the 
deposition of parties and after taking of the elderly views, the 
judgement is finalised. The duties of the Panchavat is to settle the 
dispute, to fix penalties or to exonerate the guilt as per the merit of 
the case. 
Regional Caste Organisation and Sethia 

Tha regional Caste Organisation is a larger socio-Political unit 
than the C!?Sta Council operating at the local level consisting of 
limited number of villages. The Adurla Doms have their own Caste 
Council in the vilfage 1eve1. 

.. 
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It is revealed from the present study that a regional casto 
or98 nisatlon consists of 12 villages. But practically it is not limited 
to 12 vi!tages but more. They tell that, territory comes under the 
head of the rogional Caste Council as Mutha or Khanda. The village 
Kusum] comes under the Tc1ragan Mutha or Khanda where the Sethia 
lives. Thus it is clear that there arc several Muthas in the area. Some 
times the Mutha is also called as oesh or Halja. 

Every Mutha or oesh was headed by a traditional reader, known 
as Sethia who is also known as Naik. His main duty and responslbltlw 
were to look into various internal affoirs of the community. As a 
caste leader, he also sometimes tead the representative of the caste 
while f ~cing external affairs. In case of quarrels, disputes, etc. he 
can 9o beyond the jurisdiction of the Jati Sabha or Caste Council of 
the region. The PaniQiri or Behera who is below the rank of Sethia 
assists in various functions. All the posts are hereditary and they do 
not take any fixed remuneration for their service. On some occasions 
Garnuchha or Panchi (clothes) is presented to Sethla incruding rice and 
paddy. The Behera and Pa nigiri also get some share of it. 

The Sethia could have visited to any village whenever he likes. 
Ho was warmly welcomed and people get happy wlth him. He is 
also invited by the people on various eccastons for solution of various 
Problems and disputes of the Aduria Doms. At the time of necessity, 
the Sethia and Panighi or Behera are informed with incident. The 
Sethla may visit to the vluase immediately or give a time for his 
visit. Prior to his visit, he could also send any person or his assistant 
to study the situation. The dutv of the Por.igiri or Behera is to make 
necessary .arrangements for Jati Sabha. Further he also arranges, and 
performs some religious duties whenever required. 

There were certain cases which affected the status and prestige of 
.... Aduria Doms and they were referred to the Jati Sabha or Caste Council. 

The cases like, getting a slap with footwear, establishing marital 
af)iance with lower caste, suffering from lncureble diseases, illicit 
pregnancy and eating food from lowor castes are put up for trial in 
the Caste Council. 

One important case was the quarrel between two parsons as they 
used footwear to beat each other. The footwears are known to them 
as 'Pandhoi or .Juta'. These are made of damaged rubber tyre or leather 
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wh(ch they purchnso in tho weekly market or nearby towns. They 
consider footwoars as most inferior object. According to them this 
is the main reason for which they do not take footwear into the house. 
They keep it on the verandah. Thus a person who is beaten with foot- 
wear by opponent is considered as out costed. One has to g0 through 
customary purificatory rituals to get back his caste status in the 
presence of the caste leader Sothia. When such incident happened the 
person who is slapped or beaten with Pandhoi is considered as out 
casted. The matter was circu1ated very fast. With the help of village 
Caste Council, they invite Sothia and Panigiri. The .Jati Sabha was held 
;n the villDgo which was Presided over by tho Sethia leaders of different 
villages who attend the meeting. In three leaf Plates rice (Arua Chaul), 
flowers, moieses and resin are offered to deities like Dharamdevta 
(Sun-God), home deities and ancestral spirits. Then the Mahaprasad 
offered to deities is given to both the parties which they eat. Then 
the degraded person is get back his caste status. The Sethia and 
Panigiri are presented with Gamuchha or towel and some rupees as 
customary formalities. In the meanwhile food preparation is gojng on 
for the feast. Non-vegetarian and Mohul mod is must for entertaining 
the people. The degraded Person can not participate in food preparation 
work. However, after above mentioned rituals, he becomes a member 
of tho society. The cooked food are also offered to various deities. The 
Sethi a and clients of two parties set together in the feast and take food. 

The next important cases which the Adurias take seriously are 
killing cow, illicit pregnancy, if licit sexucl relationship, establishing 
marital alliance with lower caste, incurable diseases, customs and 
traditions of the caste, etc. The Aduria Dom do not engage in butchering 
cattle. The social offenders are penalised and disobedience lead to 
imposition of various social restrictions inctuding ex-communication. 
In the same manner violating customary laws and tradition by a person is 
punishable. But a person who suffers from incurable disease or 
unrecoverable wound caused by tiger is punished severely. This is initiated 
by the village caste Council and presided and decided by the Sethia. 
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CHAPTER-Vil 
IMPACT OF DEVELOPMENTAL PROGRAMMES 

Out of the 93 Scheduled Castes of Orissa five are identified as 
denotified communities and other seven come under nomadic and 
semi-nomadic communities. ouring the post independence period on the 
basis of their felt needs deve10pment schemes are implemented from time 

to time. 
The Adurla and Oriya ooms of Koraput district were criminal in 

tho past. They were included in the list of denotified communities. of 
orlsss. Their total population in the district is 1,59,441 (about 31,388 
households). Th9ir traditional occupation is weaving. They weave cloth 
for the tribal people. Some of them are also extensively engaged in 
petty trade, money lending and liquor vending, The schemes like 
weaving, small business, g0at rearing, piggery, Poultry and basket making 
have been recommended for their oconornlc uP1iftment. As the f amilY 
level, need based income g~nerating schemes, such as rickshaw pulling, 
cycle repairing, basketry, goatery and poultry have been contemplated to 
give boost for additional income generation in order to enable them to 
cross the poverty line. 

Since these sections or scheduled caste communities are considered 
as the poorest in the economic ladder,. they are considered as vulnerable 
groups and allocation of funds is specially earmarked in the budget for 
their economic deve1opment. 

In the [ntegrated Tribal oevelopmenf Agencies special drive is being 
taken to support them with innumernble economic Vic.ble schemes 
through various financial institutions and Commercial Banks. At the 
Block 1eve1 the Welfare E~tenefon Officers have been assigned to identify 
such vulnerable Schedule Caste families inhabiting in their jurisdiction 
and recommend for different schemes booking the loan applications 
through Commercial Banks and forward the same to the Integrated Tribal 
o~veJopment Agencies for releasing subsidy amount in respect of 
sponsoring financing institutions. It has been categorically instructed 
by the Harljan and Tribal Welfare Development that, allotment specifically 
earmarked under Scheduled Caste vulnerable groups would, in no 
circumstances, be diverted to other sectors. 

Under the above guidelines allotment under Income Generating 
Schemes ( IGS) both for Scheduled Tribes and Scheduled Castes 
vulnerable groups were released by the Administrative oepartment and 
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tmpfementatfon has been made by the concerned ITDAs. ourfng 
collection of date from ITOA Office, it was ascorta;n~d that the anouat 
target under lnc0me Generataing Scheme in respect of the Schoduled 
Tribes hos been fiX'}d bt 2,000 families per voar. In respect of Scheduled 
Caste vu1nornbJo groups, no target was fixed as the aflotmont exceeds 
the famrnos due to rack of proper identificntion and Providing suitable 
schemes under I. G. S. to Scheduled Caste vulnerable 9roups. As the 
community in comr.arative1y more conscious about the outsfde world, 
they hesitate to avail Joan component in any scheme, fest they should 
be dragged to the court of law for recovery. Moreover, they being 
cunotna ;n nature, misutilise the roan amount and become defaulters. 
lnspite of all these caste characters, most of the Adur;a Ooms are below 
the Poverty tine. They have neither agricufturat I and nor any alternative 
avenue for their economic Pursuit. 

The following table indicates the Position of targets and 
achievemonts under Income Generating Schemas both for Scheduled 
Tribe and Scheduled Caste (V. Group) during the year 1989-90 in 
Nowrangpur ITOA. 

SI. 
No. 

Name 
of the Block 

(1) (2) 

1. Nowrangpur 
2 Papadahandi 
3 Tentulikhunti 
4 Kosagumuda 
5 Dabugaon 
6 Umarkote 
7 Raighar 
8 Chandahandi 
9 Nandahandi 

10 BhariQaon 

Tatar 

Target 
Scheduled Scheduled 

Tribe Caste 
V. G. 

(3) (4) 

.. 200 No target 
.. 200 Ditto 
. . 200 Dttio 
.. 200 Ditto 
•• 200 Ditto 
.. 200 Ditto 
.. 200 Ditto 
•• 200 Ditto 
.. 200 Ditto 
• • 200 Ditto 
.. 2,000 NH 

Total 

(5) . 

200 
200 
200 
200 
200 
200 
200 
200 
200 
200 

2.000 
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SI. Name Ach tcvement 

No. of the B1ock Scheduled Amount Scheduled Amount 
.. 

Tribe caste 
No. No. 

(1) (2) (6) (7) (8) (9) 

, Nowrangpur 146 2,12,488 91 69,008 .. 

2 Pepadahandl 

3 Tentulikhunti 

4 Kosagumuda 
r 

5 oabugaon 

6 Umarkote 

1 O Bharigaon 

.. 

• • 

. . 

. . 

. . 

214 

285 

177 

172 

296 

136 

3,48, 101 

3,34, 197 

1,97,607 

3,18,285 

1,36,761 

29 24,500 

7 4,400 

17 15,866 

1,45,945 3 2,250 

27 20,754 

7 Raighar .. 176 2,91,902 4 6,000 

' I 8 Chandahendl 149 1,42,368 16 17,899 .. 

•••• 
9 Nandahandi •• 99 80,806 29 15,761 

40 33,804 

Total 1,849 22,00,444 263 2, 10,242 
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si Name TotaJ 
No. of the Block No. Amount ..: 

(1) (2) (10) ( 11) 

1 Nowrangpur .. 236 2,81,496 

2 Papadahandi -- 243 3,72,601 

3 Tentulikhu nti .. 292 3,38,597 

4 Kosaqurnuda •• 194 2, 13,467 

5 DabuQaon .. 175 1,48, 195 

6 Umarkote .. 323 3,39,039 

7 Raighar . . 180 2,97,902 
' 8 Chandahand! .. 165 1,60,257 

9 N zndahandl .. 128 96,567 

10 Bharlqaon .. 176 1,70,565 

Total .. 2,112 24,18,686 

During the financial year, 1990-91 Government in H. & T. W. 
Department had communicated target of 2,000 S. T. beneficiaries under 
Income Generating Schemes for Nowranqpur I.T. D.A.. Against the target 
43 S. T. and 30 S. C. (VG) beneficiaries have been covered under 
1. G. S. till July, 1991 spending an amount of RS. 1,39,717. 

There are about 31,388 Scheduled Caste, vulnerable caste 
households belonging to Aduria or Oriya Doms in the State. In the 
study area, there are approximately 9,000 households live in different 
viilaqes spread over in 10 Sleeks of Nowrangpur district. It is 
noteworthy to indicate that, the financial assistance extended to these 
households is quite negligible in comparison with 'their counter part, i.e., 
Scheduled Tribe. Much attention is needed by the special projectmt 
cover more households under variou ncome Generation Programmes 
in order to bring them above the povetv tlne. 
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CHAPTER viu 
CONCLUDING SUGGESTIONS 

The Constitution of India has accepted the following elements of 
backwardness among the Scheduled Caste people :- 

1. ltiteracv and lack of education 
2. Poverty 
3. Exploitation of labour 
4. Non-representation in services, and 
5. Untouchabitity 

The Constitution has recognised that, it is necessary to take 
special steps to help socialty, educationally and economically 
backward classes to make use of opportur,ities provide;d. Article 17 
of the Constitution abolished untouchabifily. As a result of this, 
the Harijans enjoY the same 1cgat rights as arv other citizen. Adult 
franchise has given them pofiticat rower. Equality before law was 
assured. Still, it is a fact rhar, the gr~at Problem is , crnoval of social 
disabilities. These are not automatically removed even with the 
promulgation of law. However, there has been a gr<,at change in 
the position of Harijans with the spread of education r.rncnq thorn and 
with the consciousness of their right according to the Constitution. 
Although they are concentrated in the major pa.t of the country, they 
are neglected and left to their fate. Those who remained backward 
through centuries can not just forego their sense of inferiority. 

Harijans, despite their education and a measure of economic advance 
ment are unable to improve their status by their own efforts. Most of 
them in spite of more than two decades of Government efforts to 
improve their economic and social Position, remain desperately Poor. 
Semi-I literate or illiterate, subject to discrimination and economic 
exploitation and with no realistic prospect for improvement of their 
condition. Realising the significance of education and occupation as 
mechanisms of status determination and newer. the central Government 
as well as the State Government diverted both money and efforts to 
strengthen the programme of education and occupationa I upllttrnent of the 
Harijnas. Special provisions were made to provide them opportunities 
to enter into occupations with higher status and prestige. 
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It is a fact that in a dovotoplna society like lnd;a Particufarfy for 
the weaker sections, like Scheduled Castes, education and occupat;

0
ns 

are the major sectors which can effectively work as mechanism for 
re-distribution of power and prestige. This rnsv mske them feel to 
assimilate in the main stream of nattonat cuuure. Education is an 
important symbol of status and prestige and Provide bas;c skill for 
entering to hiQher profession. SimilarJy, occupation is an ;mportant 
aspect of men ·s life. The nature and type of occupation determines 
the life style. Members of Scheduled Caste community, had been 
following Polluting and degrading occupation. They were attributed 
the lowest Position in caste Hindu social hierarchy because of their 
nature of occupation which was considered demeaning and low. 

Jt is therefore thought necessary to perpetuate an integrated action 
Plan within a time frame to- 

(a) Estabfish residential Primary schools exclusively for Scheduled 
Caste students with Proper incentive to parents. 

(b) Primary education needs to be compulsory so that, enrotemenr 
could be viable to run a residential school and thereby the 
drop out rate is minimised. 

(c) Apart from financial assistance to the head of the household 
for economic upfiftment, sufficient incentives need be given 
to spare their children for education. 

(d) All Scheduled caste families should be provided with homestead 
land with record of right and financial aid under integrated 
housing scheme to construct their own houses. 

(e) Since the Adurla Doms are traditionally small businessman 
they should be Provided with financial assistances through 
commercial banks with subsidy for petty trade in the local 
hats and neighbouring villages. 

(f) Wherever they are found to be weavers they should be assisted 
for improvement of their traditional occupation of weaving. 
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